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Chapter I
Linking Music ~ith Other Subjects
In The Curriculum

In this research we are concerning ourselves with the
problem of the validity of tests.

What is accomplished in

measuring ones intelligence and how does this effect his
study of music?

Is there a connection between music and

the other subjects in his curriculum?

If there is a con

nection and tests are of great value to us then we are
justified in saying that a child can study music because
he has a high "I. Q..11
with a low "I.Q.?"

But then what of the many children
Couldn't music be of benefit to them?

Perhaps in many cases music may be the very study that they
need to help them in their particular mental disease.
Today, more than ever we are interested in the placement
of the child in the field to which he is most suited, both
mentally and physically.

The schools of today make a care

ful study of each child as to his mental capacity and physi
cal build and try to make up his curriculum with the subjects
th~t

are suited to his ability and sUbjects which will not

only help

hi~

at present, but

ence on his future vocation.

w~ich

will have a direct influ

And again, a vocation for which

he is most suited.
Ever since Binet used his famous examination for the
recruiting of soldiers to determine the way each man would
act in most situations, and thus showing their probable worth
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as a s 01die1', testing has bee Ol~le TIara and more popular.
IJany ne'.'! and di:'ferent tests have sppeared.

Psychologists

everywhere have raade new mental tests--Aach one concerning
itself with a different

proble~.

Today we are not con

cerned with the making of new tests, but with the tryins
out of those already devised.
What is "intelligence"?

John Frederick Dashiell, pro

fessor of Psychology at the Universlt:r of llorth Caroli:la ss.ys:l
"Flrst, let us not be misled b~T the form of
the '."lork: It is not a thins, not f:'. sUbstance,
not a qunntitv of something. Like the chemist's
.....ord. "valence y, it refers to a capaci t~i that some
thing ll1a~~ exhi oi t in grea.tep or lesser degree.
As f'equentl:r employed., also, it refers to a
quality or characteristic of a personfs (or ani
mal's) behavior. The present writer would recom
!!lend less use of tile . . ; ord "intelligence" and more
use of modifiers such as lIintelligent bei.lavior,!1
"iiltelligently," and so forth. It is an inter
esting fact that, althOUGh psycholo.:;::'sts :Je8m to
be in fair agree~ent as to when it is proper to
use the term and. \~rtlen not, they must confess
failure in their atte!!lpts to define it accUl'ately.
~entative state~ents to be founQ in the litera
ture on this subject are si..'.cil as these: Intelli
ence is the "capacity for persistent effort in
pursui t of a goal," "capac:!. t:T for adj"Jsting thinking
to nevI requirements: general adaptability to new
problems and conditions of life, II and so on, until
we find one pSlycholoslst cO~lten.tine himself vii th
the statement that "intelli~ence is that which
intelligence tests measure.' Now thel... e is an his
torical justification for this last; for interest
in human "intelligence" hs.s arisen and has increased
hand in hand with the development of testing methods.
That the methods of examination get at some
capacity or capacities has been abund~ntly shown,
even if vhat they get at remains in doubt. The
capacity can be isolated in fact if not in words.

r:

Dashiell, John 1'Iredericl{--Pundamentals of Objective
Psychology Chapter Il--pp. 304-324
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And in any case, there is some point to the clai~
that "measurements should. precede d.efinition."
The term is, however, not new to psychology.
To be sure, technically it has formerly not occu
pied a place of imports.nce in human psychology,
but in the study of aninal behavior it has been
a central topic. Darwin, Romanes, and others had
studied the apparently intelligent conduct of ani
malE as manifested in a few of their O\ffi obser
vations, .••••• Now the n~in contention of these ex
perimentalists wa5 that an ani~al tt~t was intelli
gent was an animal that could adapt itself to new
conditions, could learn; and the question as to how
intelligently a given dO b or turtle acted turned
out to be a question of how readily and effectively
it could pick up new habits.
It can be maintained that the use of the
term "intelligence" b~r later-d.a~:- examiners of
human beings means nothing after all essentially
different fr-Olil wr.l1lt the vJorkers vii th animals meant
by the same term; and we will not go far astray
from its general meaning if we adopt the statement
that it is "the capacity to acquir6 ahd perfect
new modes of adaptation through individual ex
perience." It has been called "educable capaci
ty. " •••• On the higher hurn.an levels Stel'n' s defi
nition of intelligence is volid: "the general
capacit'jT to adjpst tb.inking to ney! requirements."
A person or animal that learns rapidly or elabo
rately, then, is intelligent.
This is not to be confused with the popular
way of calling that man intelligent who is well
equipped T.'1. th "lmowledge." It is more the c npac i
ty to get knowledge (and other habits). What
makes a person intelliGent is not what he knows or
can do but is his capacity easily and quickly to
acquire that knowledge or ability to do. 1I
It would seem then that intelligence is determined not
b:; what we have learned but by our ability to acq't.ure habits.
Intelligence is not w.ade up of practtces and experiences
but is somethiUG that is inborn.

The more intelligent

child, or the chilu with the b.igher I. Q. is able to ac
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quire more rapiQly and effectively than the child. with a
low I. Q.--providins, of course, that they are both given
the s@ne environmental opportunity anG the same habits.
But what has this to do with music?
music require intelligence?

Does the study

o~

A good musician is gifted at

birth with a certe.in amount of ability and talent, but
whether or not this is developed is up to the individual.
If this ability is developed it would certalnl;( require a
certain

~lOunt

of intelligence, and intelligence and music

are both inborn, therefore there must be some connection
between music and intelliGence.
A persons intelligence is determined by his ability

to acquire habits.
or habit8.

~us~c

The study of music is a matter of habit
has

gro~~

slowly but surely from an extra

curricular activity into a definite part of the school's
curricultm1.
that music is

However there are still educators who believe
i~erior

t,o other subj,ects.

They feel that

it is still' the traditional three R's--Reading, IRitin B ,
and IRithmetic.--Why not add a

~ou~th--Rhythm?

Do they

not stop to think that music carries over to other subjects
and also helps in the makill8 up of Qnes personality?
contributes very definitely to the
child as well as the seven cardinal

fQu~-fold

Music

life of the

p~inciples.

In fact,

it is probably the only subject in the whole curricula
which does contribute to all seven of the principles.
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All educators believe that education contributes to
the fullness of life.
mus~c

and life an

Is not the relationship between

inti~ate

one?

Since it stimulates all

of the svbjects in the curriculum, and has the practical
val~e

of the three TIts and has a definite contribution to

make in developing the fourfold life of the child and seven
cardinal principles of education, they waule- surely agree
that music runs hand in hand with academic subjects.

Music

has come to be regarded as an important factor in the a
chievement of the fundamental goals of education.
dev~lopment

This

is a tribute, both to the necessary force of

music as a refined eY.perience and to the great far-seeing
educational philosophy which found a more permanent place
for music in the school curriculum.
The Aims of Ecucation, no matter how expressed, point
to a person who is fully prepared to cOllimand a

lif~

economi

cally secure and spiritually rich because he has been equipped
with those elements of knowledge and skills that will give
to him "the abundant life."

The question is hOVl to bring

these aims into a workable educational program in order to
bring forth the desired result.

From birth to maturit:/

great care is taken to provide the child with the proper
experiences that will mold his education and nature into
an individual with integrity.

With his entrance into

school the curriculum is so designed that he will be given
the correct facility in his various studies essential for
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his natural growth and development.

The seeds of knovlledge

are planted. a.nc: tended dlile he 1s yount; so that in future
years

~hen

zation.

harvested this will not be a handicap to civili

The inportance of language as a

in education is stressed.
fected

throv~h

necessar~'

"must"

A sound physical body is per

physIcal Education classes.

Attention is

gi ven to the fund,s.m.ental knorlledge of numbers and their re
lations.

And last but not least his rel:i.gous training and

[..is morals ar0 emphasIzed not only in the school
also at home.

ro~n~.:,

but

But what of the development of good tastes

and an equally well-calanced expepience in the realm of
aesthetics?

Are not the subjects of art and music as im

portant as these otC.er experiences in contributing to "the
abundant life?"

Is there not a connection?

Pro!":1 the early 9.ges to the present, man has used music
as a means of relieving his mind and soul of the trouble
some conditions about him.

He has found use for it in war,

revelry, labor, worship and many other varied activities.
Music is just as important in time of war as the most pOYler
fuI agents of destruction the mili tants might have.J es
pecially its value in maintaining a high military morale.
'Ve find examples of music being used to lesson the
strain of labor alnost allover the
the sailor's chantey is used

~nen

~orld.

hauline in the anchor.J

then too, in the south ve find the negro
loading cotton.

For instance

singir~

When

From Russia we have obtained the Volga.
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boatmens' melodies; of late, modern industry is learning
that the singinG of a peppy tune vIill speed up slo'w finsers
and help to a certain extent to ease aching muscles.
Eusic and religious worship has alvlas-s had a close
association.

Just how much music contributes to sanctity

is h.ard. to determlne, but a worship service without music
w8uld be indeed a failure.
religious service?

Does not emotion enter into a

Does not music arouse our emotions?

The cor'11Jination of these

tVIO

bring about a feeling of

oneness to the Al111i!I:hty Power.

It is possible that music

aids more in the establishing of this feeling than the ser
vice itself.

Sacred. music is not the

on1~,"

type that holds

this power; any type can be sacred if it les.ves us vlith
gentleness and kindness in our hearts.
We know that the medicine man in many of the tribes
used music to drive out evil spirits and to belp cure the
afflicted.

To.ere are cases where music has be'en used as an

anaesthetic for a surgical operation.

It is being used more

and more to aid mental and nervous conditions by psycholo
gists.

It appears that the medicinal value of music is

greater than what has been thought.

John Redfield says:1

1I • • • • • the most frequent use of music is not
as a means to any end, whether war, VI0::"].;:, i'lOrship,
or cure of disease, but as an enQ in itself; the
frank enjo~~ent of music without any ulterior
thought or purpose but simple relief from the

1.

Redf:leld, Jotm.. ~:Iusic, A Science and An Art--Chapter VIII
pp. 131-7

~

..I..

Gil

cpt. -vet. 1:3
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human nature that cannot permanently accept
the philosophy of despair.
The emphasis in modern music education
on performance has contributed significantly
to the enrichment of human personality. To
acquire even a partial ma~tery of some musical
instrument gives to the growing child and to
the adult alike an added sense of achlevemert,
and a new vehicle of expression. In a soc1a1
economic settine; characterized for the most
part by a mass indifference to the individual
as a person, the training of students, whether
they be young or old, in the art of musical
eJ~pression and social participation constitutes
one of the distinct advances in the adjustment
of the educational program to meet contemporary
needs.
Music may become a controlled means of
effecting emotional release. Listening is
an active, not a passive, phenomenon •• The
art of good listening may be acquired and the
aesthetic returns to the individual whose
listening has been conditioned to habits of
discrimination may be very great. Cmmnents
made b-;i hundreds of students who have taken
our courses in the "Histor~- and EnjoYment of
l/iusic tr reveal that they have not only ,~:;ained
certain intellectual insight but have found
sources of strength from the act of responding
critically and creatively to the music proe;rams.
This has been particularly true in the case of
adults who have had to un<iergo significant sccial
and economic adjustments because of the stress
and strain of recent years. Listening to the
music offered them in the course brou~:ht them
insiGht, peace and aesthetic enjo'Vltlent. 1I
Because of such values we

n~y

see music education

become more and more the center of all education programs.
Creation of music will become greater and the "United States
will stand on the same level or above many of tbe more
noted countries musically.

What is much better, however,

will be the enrichment of the cultured experiences of the
passing generations, which will bring about a better people
as well
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Music 1s a. stud'Y of the most i:nteresting, "useful
lasting and pleasurable of educational experiences.

As

has been stated, music is definitely lin..'l{ed "'Ji th ever-y sub
ject in the curriculum.
the most

importa~t

English, for example is considered

subject in the curriculum.

cabulary is one of the first

reqt~irements:

with readJ , accurate and pleasing utterunce.

A large vo

a vocabulary

Vocalization,

pronuncia.tion, enunciation have values both psyct.oloC;ice.l
and aesthetic; the rapidity of our thinkinB is controlled

b':r the fluency of our speech.

Readine; is mac":.e easier throw:::b.

good. spellinG and in order to spell one must have
sense of ilearing.

B

Concerning this, Martha lIackenzie

keen.
sa.~rs:1

"'I'he student in the singing a.nd ear-tre.ining
classes is thus better eqUipped for English
than his less forb-mate classmates. The objectives
to be accomplisheQ in the English course should
be: Pacili ty of e}~pression, pm:;er of interpret
ation, and appreciation. Ey the singinG of good
songs, the playing of fine music, and listening
to the best in music the attair~ent o~ these ob
jectives should facil.1.tated.
Gree.ter interest can be aroused b-,y having
the class hear music which is lInked definitely
with the literature cf a particular p0r::od. Por
example: The ballet music from Faust, b J " Gow""lod.,
ma J- be used to create Desire for a f\.Iller knov!ledge
of the life of the EgJ~tians. The ballet opens
wi th the "Dance of the Nubian Slaves."
"Salammbo, ff
<1 F'la'L1bert, desc:::ibes Carthage and introduces
pictures of s:tls.vc-life and the Nubian~. The th~me
of Cleopatra and the Golden Cup intr'cduc"es the
famous quest of' Egypt. In this connection the
student miGht read The Life of Cleopatra by
Plutarch, from which Shakespeare derived his
Antony and Cleopatra. 'l'he ".Antique Dance" brings
forth Aspa31a. She was a highlJ'" cuI ti vated \Voma
1.

rtackenzie, IlFusion of' Music \vlth Academic Subjects"
Mus Ed Hatl Coni' Frbk '35 pp. 182-4
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who bre~tly ir~luenced Pericles and the ruler
of uncient Lthens; one should read Plutarch on
Pericles and histories of Greece in the Periclean
Age. During the dance of Cleopatra ane her
sl~ves, Liae appears; she was a professional
beauty to whom the Corinthia.ns built a statue.
The charmin~ "l¥I1rror Dance" of Helen of Troy
will lend interest to the readinG of the Illiad,
The Od~rsse;l, The Aeneid.
In the same Mendelssohn's Midsuromer-1Jight' s
Dream Overture can supplement the readine of
Shakespeare' s I~Iidslli'"'1Il1er-Night' s DresJ!l. As you
are aware some of the richest ane greatest song
lyrics have been set to music bs our best rr.u
sicians. Students' ~ntere3t can be aroused and
stimulated by combininG the singing and English
classes in a pro£;re.m con_sisting of such material. It

A knowledge of music also will aid the student of
foreign languages, because of his familiarit;r wi th the
different words he has learned in songs of let us say, for
example French, Italian or French origin.

Then, too

h~s

knoTIledge of musical terms in foreign language is quite a
help.
In History we also find a link to music.

n studying

history we study the nmnner or tendencies which prompted
certain charJ.ges to be made in the government and lives of
its people dur.ing different periods.

In folk sonts may be

traced the feelings and desires of a people of any period
throughout the histor J of that nation.
T

Thus the history

teacher would be wise to urge his students to study music
in conjLnction with his SUbject.
Of the study of Civics and music, Martha Mackenzie
says:l
1.

MackenZie, "Fusion of Music vlith Academic Subjects"
Mus Ed Natl Conf Yrbk '35 pp. 182-4
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lIThe object of the te2,ching of civics is
training for good citizenship. This rests
in part on proper emotional e~periences and
participation in wholesome civic activlties.
The values sought are social and moral. We
are well a\";s.re of the values of music as an
"e.I .: otional stablizer," particularlJ" through
grouT' participation in singing or playing a
high type of music. And when is the social
tendency more highly sensitized than when
singing in these groups?
The important factor for the social studies
teacher is to seek to establish the "socialized
point of view." Here again, there is no gre8.ter
opportuI'.i ty for the d.evelopment of social feeling
than in a properly conducted singing or orchestral
group. "
In the science studies we.have a connection vdth music,
for example through the s
In mathematics we have

B.n

tud~-

of acoustics and sound waves.

approach to music through value

of rests, notes, rhythm signatures, etc.

Imagination is a

strong factor in this subject, so that here again the
music student would have the advantage.
Of the corr-elation of physical education a nd music
Martha Uackenzie says:l
"Ph~rs ical bealth conditions every humaIl
activity and situation. The avervge person
does not realize how much more vitality and
consequent happiness would be his throughout
life if he developed his breat.h capacit:y by
reguls.r ane] active use of the lungs. In no
classroom is breathing emphasized as in the
classes, thus to a cegree suyplementing the
ph:;sical education c:epartment. Also the studJ'
of rhytbm, pb.rasing, and form is an asset in
perfecting folk and other dances. 1I

1.

Ibid.
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Of religion Martha Mackenzie says;l
"In the singing of religious and inspiring
songs the individual is being trained to a
certain extent in fundamental morality and religion,
one of the best and most legitimate opportunities
for much needed spiritual guidance."
There are, perhaps no subjects as closely interrela.ted
with music as the gr,sphic arts and drama.

A song writer

may be inspired by a great painting as he looks·at it to
"Irite a song and likewise a painter may sketch a masterpiece
as

he listens to some piece of classic music, and a dramatist

dreams of characters for his playas some haunting melody
rings in his ears.

In all three of these subjects the students

should be taught to know and enjoy

beaut}~;

to develop good

tastes and imagination. 2
"Nothing is more debasing than vulgarity-
vulgarity in architecture, furnishir~s, dre8s,
music, drama, as well as in thought and de:rort
ment. The study of each of these 8.rts develops
capacity for understanding and absorbing the
others.
The moral 'chara.cter of people is greatly
irSluenced by the quality of their pleasure
life~
An irrQortant social service the school
can rend.er is the cultivation of te.stes for
real music and the ability to pass adequate
judgment upon the qualit:T of musical compo
s1 ti ons. "
Music has always had an important part in th.e developrr.ent
of culture in a nation. 3
1.
2.

3.

Mackenzie, "Fusion of
MuS Ed Natl Cor~ Yrbk
Ibid
Haydon, liThe Rela tion
Mus Ed Natl Conf Yrbk

Music with Academic SUbjects"
'35 pp. 182-4
of Music to the General Curriculur:l'"
'35 pp. 27-31
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tiThe role of music in the educational system
of the Greeks has often been referred to, a.lthough
what th8 writers meant by the term music in that
civilizp-tion was probably very uifferent from what
some of the more li:.oGern wr! ters may have supposed.
But, be th&t as it maJ, there was doubtless a very
considerable activity in both, the practical and
theoretical aspects of music in the sense we now
use that word. In Elizabethan England every
gentleman was expected to sing his part when the
songbooks were passeu about after dinner. From
this fact alone, as evidenced in the writings of
Thomas Morley, we may conclude that music was a
part of the educational experience of every youth
who hoped to rank as a gentleman.
Present-day social conditions in America are
of quite a different order, but music still holds
an important place in the educational system. The
average American, however, is likely to be some
what self-conscious in matters of art and music.
ortunately, thanks largely to the efforts of the
music educators of the country, this situation is
rapidly changing. Men and nomen of all walks of
life are Cisplaying a more intelligent interest
in art. I believe we can partly credit the
depression for tQis chanse in attitude. The
realization of the import~nce of some contact
with th~ngs beyond the harsh realities of life
se6ms fiLall;r to be making its way to ever
i~cl·e&s:'ng circles of people. II
A probable cause for musics' position in the school
educational program is a certa.in narrovmess on the part of
all the teachel's and adm.1nlstrators in general.
become so self-centered in their
that they never give the

otl~r

0

Teach_ers

particular subject

subjects in the school program

credit for their part in developing the mind and body of
the students.

Let us ask ourselves this question:

liDo

we as musicians cave an intelligent interest in fields
other than our oim?"

If we haven't an understandiIUl:. of

the many problems which the principal faces, how can we

I

expect him to teJ:e an intelligent

in~~erest

t:;

0..'

in our subject.

On this topi'c ::ir. E:a~rcJ.on offers tb.is solution: l

liThe sum. and substance of vlhat I ha'ie to
sugges t by wa:y' of remed~T to the :mos t fundamental
of our ills in music education is a plea for a
more liberal education, first for ourselves that
e may, among otht'r thl-ngs, be better able to
intedn a persf'ecti ve of' the v.hole 81 tuation,
an 0. , second., f' or all oti~ers t:-.:.2. t tlle J" na J  in
their turn realize S D:r1€tLhinc of the possibili
ties in the matter of the relation of music to
the general CUI'J':'icuhuu. For our~.elves, since
all reform should begin (It home, let us resolve
to t'eacl a book a. month on some subject other
tinan music, and. to att~md some of the meetinGs
or lectures that a.re available from tir,'jB to
time in alrnostever;l community on subjects other
than music. Let us equip ourselves so \'~e C8.n
talk :intelligently with our associates on
varied subjects. Let us try to evaluate all
these matters in terms of tb.eir own cri teri6.
anci in term.s of any possible relation to
~sic.
This is one way, at least, in ~hich we
can aid the cS.use of mu~ic in ceneral by be
comi~"'\'b br08.der, more sympathetic. members of
socie't:r. Thus \":e ra~r hope to command. in sor:le
moa~ure th~ respect of our colleagues in other
fields--all this, of course, with no lessenir~
of our purely r:1Usical 9.ctivities--so that we can
demand t ha t they in turn ma)! in large num:ber
lea.st, gain some apprc:ciation of the relation 0
music to the social scheme in genal's.l. II
We could go on forever elaborating on thi.s particular
theme with many variations, but

t~.

Haydon

SUL~

it up in

t1:llS manner: 2
must include not only the
individual to earn e.
nt that will enable
:lnen his cc-on
- olved. Music figures natural1_
e of full livin:;, but to do so it
-in to function eUl'ly 1n the life of
1.

Haydon, "'l'he Relation of li-usic to the General Curriculum"

2.

s Ed Natl Con! Yrbk '35 pp. 27-31
Ibi d
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every inai vidual. This i.c1.ea should be a p:;.rt
of a really comprehensive definiti.on of ljberty.
And, finalJ.j-, ev~"""'Y music educator can play his
part in the regenerative process ~ot'only
erfecti.ns himself in his art, but also b
broadening his intergsts so as to ;ain some
perspective of the field as a w~ole. Thus
.... 0 come to command the respect and cooperation
of all, and lay thtJ foundations for the solution
of a very vi tal problem oI the age in which we
I i va.

I'

The relation of mus.ic to the general
sa~l,

then, is a very close one.

curri~ulu:m

we must

Music plays just as i:r:

portant a part in t.he educo.tion of a child as his academic
sutdects.

'l'hen too, since music bas been

to p.laV' an

active and essential part in the social and economic.:: life

of man, his traininG should begin

n he is young and

should be emphasized throushout his traL'"1ing period, as
r.1Uch as hi s at
cult~Bl

oubjects, so thut he may enjoy these

experienCG3 in later years.

BeC&t1S 6 of these

y contributions to the welfare of

rind and its varied vocational values, we rosy look to

the f'uture vIi th the

as~;urance

that music

11 become one

of the mos t essential subjects in the schoOl program.
~.

Haydon says:l

"Each subject in the high school c'.'.rriculuIll
is jUdged by its supporters by the following aims:
as it vocational value? Has it citizen50ip valne?
Does it develop the ~ndividual? Has it c111tural
value?
,

.L.

of Music to th
135 pp. 27-31

_eral Curri

11
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ic can &.-:tS'Ner l1 ycs " to all these questions-
and becaus9 of its poncr to aid in d.evelopment of
the fundamental factors involved in these values,
helps the individual to pr'omote sueces sfully all
other sU!~ljects. II
True, we say,

~~0re

the other studies, but
other studies do not?
John Redfield

is & cOl1neetion between lfiusic and

at does music give us that the
erhaps we should say what is

mu~ic?

sa~Ts:l

"Kusic, then utilizes eight factors : melody,
harmony, rhythm, form., tem.po, dJ1na.mics, tone
color and nuances. But it utilizes them in 8..
particular way, to the end that the conpleted
product compounded of these eight factors shall
sa.tisfy a certain very definite condition, viz.,'
that the proGuct slwll be beautiful. Unless
the end attained is such that we recosnize it
as beautiful, then that which we have produced
is not music. The attainment of that wi~ich is
beautiful is the necessary condition for the
produc tion of mus ic; though 'lye speak '71 th what
ever tQngues, if we have not beauty it signifieth
'1othing--cOTj.ji tion, so toe is it the sufficient
condition; With Whatever tongues we may fail to
speak, if we still have 1~eauty it is enC'ug~1.-it is music.
Nusic, then, is a utilization of melody,
tlarmone)'-, rhytr-lln, form, t.empo, dj-names, tone
color, and nuance, in such manner that the
rssult produced is recognized as beautiful. If
rhyt~m alone, or melody or harmony alone, pro
duces what is beautiful, then it is music. 1t
l\1usic, then gives to us an aesthetic value.
into play otU' emotions, feelings.
thing that 1s without feeling.

It br1.ngs

her e is hardly a li vlng

The children of the very

lOl'"lest mentality should be able to derive some enjoyable
benefit from music.

1.

Redfield, John Music-A Science
pp. 98-103
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Chapter II
Validity and Description
of Music Tests
In an instrumental music class the writer has come in
contact vnth a child that is twenty· years old and a sophomore
in high school.
grade moron.

This individual is classified as a high

He was allowed to study music because he

seemed to have some desire for learning in this field.

His

parents are very musioal and no doubt he has some of their
talent inborn.

When given a musical aptitude test he made

an average grade, however he was classified as of low rnen
tality.

His main difficulty in music is in his ability to

retain what he has learned.
the study of scales.

~ben

This was first noticeable in
asked to playa scale he had

played ,nth reasonable assurance the day before he was
unable to do so--he had forgotten he had ever studied
sca.les.

Yet a few days later he could again play the sane

scale he had been asked to play.

At different periods his

mind will wander, yet when it rights itself he remembers
\7hat has been taught him. beforehand.

It Vlould seem that of

all things music would be the one study he should not take.
Yet this person has experienced something that would have
been otherwise denied him.
instr~~ent

has given

satisfaction.

His small accomplishments on his

m a certain pride and a feeling of

It has opened up a new way to express himself

by playine on his feelinss and emotions.

He is more alive

mentally--he is doinG better work in his other subjects.
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vocational advice because of our opinion as
to the amo~~t of talent he pos~esses; we may
select or reject a certain pupil for our high
school orchestra on the ground of the amount
of his attainment as compared with another;
or we may decide to use a certai~ classrooD
method for the reason that we believe it ac
complishes more extensive results in a given
time than some oth0r. All that tests under
talee to do is to remove these jUdgements of
amount, of greater and less,--these quanti
tative jUdgments in short, that are so tm
port~mt in education--from the realm')£" guess
into the realm of reasonable certainty. Abso
lute certainty we can never b~ve, and we should
never criticize a test because it is not in
falliLle. The real question is whether it is
less fallible than our unaided judgment. This
is exactly the value of tests in other fields,
where they bave had strikingly beneficial re
sults, and we may hope for just the same kind
of development in music."
"In particular, we would like to urge
upon the reader the unvlisdom of taking extreme
atti t'ldes on this question of music tests. On
the one hand we have extreme attitudes of
negation and rejection. For instance, Davison
rather rhetorically says that when it is possi
ble to rooasure a child's love for his mother,
then, and not till then, it will be possible
to measure his love for music. But this is
not a fair statement at all, for most people
who believe music tests do not have in mind
anything so ejltensive. All the:r claim is that
there are r~ny very important factors in mu
sical ability and trainine which can be
measured, and with valuable results. On the
other hand we have those who want to make
music testing the foundation for the entire
scheme of school music. But again we have
an untenable position. If our tests in
music were as excellent as those in some
other fields of education--if we had any
thing really comparable with the stanford
Achievement Tests, or the Stanford-Binet
Scale-··then there might be something in such
an idea, although even then test results
are not p8rrtitted to decide everything, with
out the consideration of other factors. But
such tests have by no means been developed
in music. Our position is that existing tests

21

may be ver",;I helpful, th8.t their Ji..U'thel'
d6ve1opmen't is very desirs.b1e, 2...."lC ac
cordlng1~r that evel'Y0ne in music edu
c&t:'on should h.ave at least a gen3r&1
ur~derstandip~, though not necessarily
an expert knowledge, of vIha t is offered."
perh~ps

briefl~'

at this point it would be best to

nen~~o

a. n\llnter of the values which are to be fo:md b"J'

the teac.her in the eXisting musical tests.

It would be

est here to let Mr. Bursell sum these up:l
1,.

liTes ts 1T!8.JT give us cons iderablE:: help in
deciding as to the innate mus.:ic8.1 abili t~;
of the individual pu.pil, or at lea.st they
ma~l help us to decic1e upon the extent to
which he possesses ceJ'trdn abili ties, such
as a keen sense of relative pitch, a de
veloped feeling for tonality and 50 forth,
that seem important constituents in
musicel ability.

2.

~ests may help us to foretell the probabl€
music~l Cevelopment of a child better than

Vie could witho-ut then••

3.

Tests may help us to select from a large
group of pupils those who are very musical,
and those who are relatively unmusical. A
test may d.o this in far lE7ss time than V'ould
be possible in any other way. No doubt an
~xperienced. tencher, e.ftcr perhaps a. .semes tor's
contact with such a grOt:.p, ...: i11 have for'mea
pret. t:y r~:liabJ.e judgments. But 8. good test
may give us s. jud.gr-1Emt 9.S reliable, or even
mO::'e so, with the expend.i ture of onl~' an
hour's time.

Tests often discover a.bili ty. Frequentl~' the
most experienced teacb.er will fail to recoG
nize the presence of outstanding ability in
some shy or stubborn cb~ld. If we can c~s~
cover' this by a good test, it ma~' be the basis
of helping t.he chile to a better orientation
to school and to life by capitalizing the a
bility he is sbo~n to possess.
.
.
..
.
Mursell, Jmnes L.
~lenn, Mabelle The Psychology of
School !~usic Teacrung Part IV-Chap. XIII pp. 323-372
4.

L.

---
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5.

Tests may help us to diagnose the secret of
certain weaknesses or defects which appear
in the child's musical development. For in
stance, we may have a child in a violin class
who seems incapable of playing in tune. If
on the other our test shows that his sense of
pitch is excellent, we make quite a different
decision. In th~ first case we transfer him
to a piano class., In the second, we look for
the sovxce of trouble in his mechanics.

6.

Tests maJ help us to eval~ate certain methods
of teaching, by giving us an exact account of
the r esul til these methods achieve, vlhich Vie
can sOI)'lewhat confidentl~) co!'.)pare with the
results of other methods.

7.

Certain kinds of tests may be usee for moti
vation. This is possible with tests of
achievement, but never with tests of innate
abili ty. For instance, ,,:;e might gi '"'e pupils
a sequGnce of sight-si~~ing tests which would
show them their o~m progress in an interesting
ay. "

It would seem that decisions

3S

to the educational and

vocational vlelfare of the students shoulc. not be based
on the resd ts of tests.

solel~r

S,:ch elements as the teacher's

judgment, personality factors, enviroilluent at home etc., must
be reckoned wi the

But the test will be very vall:.abJle if

used with dis y riThinatlon.
We might say that the aim of tests is to help our

J .. dgments about human beings to

more certain and exact.

What then are the criteria of a good test?

Vfuat points

should we take into consideration in judging a test?

Again

Mr. Mursell gives us some points on how to judge a test. l

1.

Mursell, J~es L. & Glenn, Mabelle-The Psychology of
School ~usic Teachine--Part IV-Chap. XllI--pp. 323-373

1.
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case. we should notice
a mattor of degree, and
do not always ~ve IOO~
theJ 2.hia}s rate pretty

2.

that objectivity is
that the best test
objectivity, though
high in this respect.

A good test is reliable.

TIe sa~ that any
asuring device is reliable in so far as it
_ives us the S~le res~lt when applied twice
to the same facts. A tape measure madl. of
lastic would be extremEly unreliable, and
so is onels Guess at th5 vreight of a Euit
cas~.
There is no such thing as a perfectly
reliable measuring device. A fine automobile
engine is accurate to with:n one-thousandth
of an inch, because the gauses are reliable
to that point. But it is never absolutely
accurate. \7hen \'Ie measure mente.l processes,
§Ulo. the rssul ts of education, unreliabili t7
of a test maY' be, 'Ole can see from an illus
tration in general education. Suppose we
set up a test for college entrance that is
quite unreliable. Eighty percent of our
;es pass it. But when we say that
unreliable, we mean that if all the
candidates took it acain, we could .not be
in the least sure that the same 80~ would
pass again; and that, in fact, tney probab
would not. So w~ether a person is failed
such a. test will depend ver:{ largely on
nce. It is just as if we proposed to
8.c;mit people to college if the7l came to a
certain height, and then m6&sured their
height with an elastic tape measure.
ore, college entrance \'loulci.. be 8. matte
lUCk, for SOlie of the tall people nu~ht
a short :measurement and vice versa.
j

It would be better for

e music

reservations about any test whose

reliabilit~r

It uoula not be wise to base impor
re ults of

n

test unless

U

r

t

•

lave
is uncertain.

declsions on

Lnow it to have a hi.

t~e

re-

liability.
This raises the question:

HoYT 1s reliability c1.eter

mined'll
1.

Mursell, Llames L. ~J: Glenn, };iabelle-'l'ne
chool Music Teacaing,-Part IV Chap. XIII-
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",eliabi11 ty if e:i>."Pressed in 'what is k:n.o\'1n

a coefficient of reliability. ~his is ob
tained by giving the test tTIice to the sa~e
roup (probably as two equivalent forms of the
same test), anc_ comparing the score:::. of the
indi vid.uals in the two cases. rrhe coe:ffic:i.ent
ea.sures the amount of' agreement b0t"Vleen the
two sets of te.t scores. If it is plus 1, then
each person has mnde ex:s.c tl:," th.e same score each
t1rne, and the test 1s perfectly reliable. If it
is ~l then the order is precisely reversed, the
person with th.e highest score on the first test
ing making the lo'mist on the second. If it is
zero, then there iss ilnpl:i' nQ relatiQnsh:i..p be
tween the testings, the te3t is said to hcve a
zero ralle-bili ty, and the score obtained
..,erson on it is a matter of pur'e chance ana. so
quite meaningless. W~ TIould say that any test
with a reliability muchb~lOY, .60 is not ~
valuable educationally, for .if it is repeat,ed,
there is a cnance that any gi-J"en individual
rill greatly modify his recoxd, and the clement
of luok is altogether too grent.
~~onG

the many causes of unreliability we

~ill

here

mention onlJ1' the most i.rllportant one, and this is shortness" 2
The lonser th0 test, t he greater the re
liabili ty. Par instance, if VIe VJant to measure
~SO;11 s sight-reading abill t~r, or bis pow
to discriminate consonance and dissonance, or
the keenness of his choice a.mon~ melodic endin[;s,
and onl~} sive him one or two trie,s, it is o,Jvious
hat all sorts of things ma7>T arise to disturb
him. He may be temporarily astonished at the
form the test takas; or the instances we c11003e
may be especially hard for' him; or one or more
other disturbing circu~mstance3 mey be pres5~t
which prevent his doing his best. Or, on tho
leI' band for so'me rea.son, he ,me:" be able t
d.o far betteI' t b.an his average, - -for ins tancv,
f he happens to kn.ow the paS;38.se we choose for
sight reading, or to have studied the few
dissonances 1"7e present, or to he familiar wit
the melody in question. Butif we giv-B him enou~
inst~lces, all such special factors tend to
cancel, and wc get a much fair'er picture of his
raal ability. Trying to judge a person on a
very short test is like trying to find out
the'constitution of the ocean floor by scoooi~
Hn just one bucket full.
The :mort"3 Bamnles
1.

Ibid
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tal:e, the more
if the teacher
al'ilays cons i3 t
atiQns,--the
lat-ival-v brief

accurate au:!:' i(l.eas become. Hence,
wants to aake a test, it should
of a considerable nmnber of situ
e better--~allins for re
responses.

A good test must be valId. That is, it m~st
really measure what it pur~orts to measure.
For instance, Woe have heard music teachers
complain that the K'nalwasser-Ruch te8t of
usical Accomplishment does not measure in
nate musical ability. Thi3 is a perfectly
true statement, but a very stupid one. l'he
battery undertakes to m8~8Ure certain ite
of musical lmo·,'iledge and skill. FOI' these
it 1s valid. But it has no validity for
innate musical ability, and does not pre
tend to have.
question of validity may be a very
subtle one. For instance, we Lll'lJ" make ate.
calling for the writing down of certain gram
matical forms in a foreign language, and ren
it ~th a time limit. We may find that some
person who actually has a. ver-;l good :moTIledge
of the language does far worse than anoth.er
person whose actual laI1..guage mastery is quite
mediocre. The reason may be th~~t, instead of
language master:y' our test is reall:f measuri
the abillt:r to ...: r1te lown Jrar:1Inatical responses
ver;;!" fast, 6,nd with a I'ilinimuL1 of cogitation, in
a given situation. Or again, some ordinary
~say type exarai.nations are really much better
easures of a pupil's ability to fill several
blue books in two or thr e hours, than of his
-as-cery of the subject. So this raises th
question as to how 'V'fe determil1e validity. We
mention here the two most common methods. (a)
By the judgment of ED':perts.
The test items in the
Kwalw'asser-R1.1Ch battery weI'S selected on the
basis or the most representative courses of
study in music, so that within its limits,
this test series represents expert opinion
on what the Busic pupil ought to know. (b)
By correlation against criteria. For instance,
. . l e may take a group of pupils, given them 51}:
Saannore Tests, and then have a teacher who
knows them well take estimates of their musical

2'7

ability. After this \':e may Qetermine the dersree
of relationship between test scores and ratings
of ubility. If this relationship is close, we
would say that the Seashore Tests are valid
measures of musical ability as estimated bi a
musIc teacher; if the relationship is remote,
we would say that the~r ~re not •••.•
II

Another point to consider in judging a test is the
case with thich it may be amnnistered.

Robert Seashore

has devised. probably the best of all rhythm test.:;,
the sta.ndpoint of reliability, validity, B.nd

from

objectivit~T.

But it takes too much apparatus, and technical skill to
give it.
singin~;

There seems to be difi'lculty in givine s.ight
tests simultane,ously to a large group.

The~r

are

all individual tests, thus less usable than they otherwise
nUHht be.

A

test that 11.1ould call for intricate statisticfl.l

methods in rating, would hardl"ST be a good one.

A telst

would not be ve"I.'y good if it depended on group

jl~dg1nent

of expert.s for its rating. l
4.

1.

HIt is a great advantage to have published
noriTIS for a test. A norm is simply a state
ment of the levels of performance of can..
siderable groups talcing a test. For in
stance, we may have a norm for all sixth
grade children tlU'oughout a ci t~r s-:tste:n, a
state, or the United States, or a norm for
all ten year old boys or girls in a system
etc., etc. Norms, in short, are stated in
a great many different ways. They are use
ful for purposes of c,o:rnparison. V:i thout
them, our test results are much less mean
ingful and suggestive. But they shOUld
never be crudely used as standards. For
instance, if a given grade or a given in
dividual does not come up to a national
norm, this is not necessarilJ a siGn of
deficiency. For the whole scheme of

Mursell, James L. & Glenn, Mabelle-The Psychology af
School Music Teaching-Part IV Chap. XIlI--pp. 323-373
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education in the particular system may
be such that while it produces low
standings in the particular test under
consideration, it may compensate for
thls by produciD.[; hiSh standines else
't'ihere. 11
In s

~_rizing

"'1e find that tests haye five

by which they may be judged.

must be objective;

They are:

poin-~s

(1) A good test

(2) A good test must be reliable; (3)

A good test must be valid--must hold to its purpose ~ld
measure what it was intended to measure; (4) A good test
must be easy to give or adlninister; (5) A good test
should have an established norm.
At this point perhaps we should give a brief descrip
tion of a

fe~

of the music tests.

This will not be an

exhaustive survey of every available test, but merely an
idea of the tests in the field, and characterize some of
the More recolnized tests that have been and are now being
used in school work.l
1.

THE SEASHORE KZASUEES OF im.~:HCAL TALEnT.
This is one of the oldest, and probably
the best Y~own, set of music tests. It
consists of six tests which a.re given by
means of the phonograph. a-sense of pitch:-
This test consists of one hundred pitch
comparisons of varying difficulty, the
subject being required to decide whether
a second tone 1s hi.~er or lower than the
first. b-intensity-discrimination:--This
consists of one hundred comparisons oS
two tones differing more or less in in
tensity, the subject beins required to
decide whether the second is louder or
softer than the f~~st. c-sense of time:-
This consists of one hundred comparisons
of the length of two ti~e intexvals marked
~

1.

Eursell, James L. &. Glenn, 11abel1e The Ps:rcholog:r of
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off b~i clicks. d-sense of consonance:-
This consists of fifty cO:Lparisons be
tween pairs of two tone clangs, the
subject being required to judge whether
the second clang is better or worse than
the first on the basis of smoothness
puri t~{, and blending. e-tonal memory:-
This consists of fifty comparisons be
tVleen two sets of unrelated tones, one
tone in the set being changed on repetition,
the subject being required to id.entify the
cbanged tone. f-sense rhythm.:--rl'his consists
of fi.fty comparisons between pairs of rh.ytb.. ! n
patterns, the subject being required to
judge vihether the second pattern is the same
as, or different from the first.
}ro brief sUl11.'. uary ca."). do justice to the ex
tensive literature on these tezts. But the
followins seem salient points. a-This test
battery measures innate ability, and ratings
are not affected by musical training. b'
with the exception of the conson:;ll1ce test,
the objectivity of the measures cannot be
questioned. c-the six tests have a med~um
of low reliability. d-as to validity, a
simple statemtne is not eas;;,'" to make. It has
been shown that there is some relationship
between success in these tests and continuance
in certain schools of n~usic. ''lm. Larson has
sho.. .m that pupils in the more advanced in~
strumenta,l ensemble vwrk in the schools seem
to show higher than ave'i'age abili ty on the
tests. O;n the other hand~ Brown has shown
that there is almost no relationship between
success on the tests and luuslcal talent aB
estimated by a music teacher in school and
one of the authors of this text (I/~ursell) has
der:lonstrated the same lack of .re18.tionship
between the Se'ashoreTests and various special
musical abilities, like sight siueing, or singing
pi ten" than bet\7een the tests and General music
ability. e-School music teache~s have criticized
the battery on many grounds" some of vibich are
not very fair. Probably the m03t serious cri
ticism is that it tends to treat nmsical a
bi.li ty as a composite of many special abili ties
rather than as a functioning unit. The test
against which most criticism has been solve
is t):1at for consonance. 1'.Iany music psychologists
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do not believe that there really are the
specific degrees of consonance and dis
sonance which the test assumes. f-Our
general attitude is that the full uses and
limitations of this battery are not yet
understood. Clearly we must not e~~ect
the impossible from it. We doubt very
much whether it will give us a very ~
~e~ of senoral musical ability, but it
serves various purposes of real valun :r
conjL~ct~on ~ith other methods of testing
alone; the line of predictiDg anG. anEi.l~'·zing
special abilities and disabilities. As the
pioneer test in the attempt to mea:Jt~re
talent, it did BTIuken teachers to the pos~
sibili ties of knowing defini tely whethe,r
children possess talent."
Another
ests.

t~"Pe

or

tests are the Kwalwasoer-I):tkerna (Ie-D)

This is a battery of ten tests, given by

means of the phonograph. l
A-tonal memory test:--?his test consists
of twenty-five pairs of tonEl Fatterns of
increa.sing length, the subject being asked to
judge whether tbe pa.ir consists of thG sa.
or different halves. b-quality discrimination:-
Pifteen pairs of tones and fifteen pairs of
chords are sounded v!i th a difference inbensi t~>,
only, and the su1::ject is requlr'ed to tell
"1ihether the second is louder or softer th~m
the first. d-Tonal ~over:':Qnt--This consists
of thirty four tonG tonal patterns, which de
:lc1 a fifth tone for c orr.pleti on, 'the sub
ect judging 'lfihetb.er this fifth tone should
be abov-e or belo'!; the fourth. e-Tin:e dis
crimination twent~r-f'i'Ve items of three tones
each, with the 1'i rst and third of e qual length,
but the second variable, the subject judging
ether the tt~ee intervals of every item ar
he same or different in length. f-Rh:,rthmis
iscrimination--~venty-f~vepaired rhytl~
patterns are given, differinG either in 1_n
tensity or duration or both, the subject
julging YJhether the second is the same or
ifferent. g-Pitch discrimination:--FortJ
itel:1S, in eac·h of \',hich 8. tone is sustained
1.

!'IIursell, Jarc.es
School l1usic T
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for three secoEc.s, either l:dth or 1,"Jithout
a fluctuat ion in pi tch~ the subject c.ecidir..g
nether the tone has remained the S8.m.e a!' has
ctHm~ed.
h-I::elco.ic l'ast.e: -- 'I'hi s tes t conais ts
of ten items Ylhi ch e.re rep. a ted again~ ma~;:ine;
in all twenty trials. In eacb item the first
phras6s of the two melodies are the smue, but
the ~ecoud phrases are different. The subject
is to judge v;hich of the tV10 concluc.ing phrases
is the better~ on a basis of congruity ~ith
the first.
i-Pitch Imagel~:--Twenty-five tonal
terns are given in notation, an,; the subject
cides whether they are the same as, or different
from those on the page."
r.tuch resea.rch has to be done bESore

VEe

reach final

conclusions as to the value of tbis new battery.

Actual

sical material is used which is a contrs.st to the Sea
shore tea t.

Some advantages to this Kws.lv.'as ser-DYkemc:.

Tests a1'e it is short, interesting, and not fatiguing.
The administration and rating of the test is made easier
by the

blar~s a~nd

scoring stencils that are supplied.
cellent Darns are provided.'
3.

"G-ilde:rsleeve j,::u~:i.c Achievement 1ests.
Th:'sbatter:r, which has been rather
widely used, consists of two forms, A
~ B, of the same tests, the two forns
being of eqm:l difficulty. 'l'his is a
dis.tinct advantage in admini8trati on.
The tests maasw:e the followinG ab:U.ities.
a ..Assigning names to compos'i tions pl&yed
by the examiner. b-Detectinc changes in
pitch, in meter, in key ~ignat~~e, and
in meter signature. c ..Wr:1tings key
signatures:--Locating in six different
keys; the twe of ac~identals; knowledge
of time signatures; transposit~on of a
G clef pr~ase to the bass clef. d-A
multiple response test, cont8.L·,.ing fif
teen mair- que~tions, which cover in some
detail ins trur.lentation, the'or~/, b.is tor~T,
and harnony. e-Eecogni tiOD of c.or:lposi tio""''''
from the score. This is distinctively a

Ex
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test of kno~ledge Rbo~t music, ~nd of skill
in usinc the notation incertain ways. It
is quite unlike the Seashore Te~ts, in that
it meB.sw'es thG results of trainins.
4.

Kwalvmsssr-Puch Test of l;":usical Accomplishment.
The aim of ttis te:;t is to mee.su.re musical
:lowled£;e from the fourth to the twelfth
6raC:e inclusive. It consi~ts of the folIow
ing separate items. a-KnO\;:1edse of rr.us ical
terms and s:l~bols. b-Recognition of syll~ble
n&mes from notation. c-Detection of pitch
errors in the notation of Go fanlliar melee:]'.
d-:?:I:oYiledge of pitch or Ie tter names of baas
and treble clef. e-rJlo~ledgB of time sig
natur'es. f-Kr.ov;ledge, of key signatu:ces. g
Yillo~ledge of note values.
h-Knouledge of
rest values. i-Recognition of familiar
melodies froll notation."

Some music teachers criticize these tests on the
grounds that they do not directly measure musical ability
or p.chieverr£nt.

However, this is unjustifiable because

this is expressly not their purpose. l

1.

5.

"Torgerson-Fahnestock Tests.
These tests are divided into two parts. Part
A deals with theoretical knowledge of ite~s,
such as note and. rest val't:..es, tiIll.€ Signatures,
pi tch and S:llls.ble names, marks of expression,
repeat bar, slt~, major and runor key 818
netur'es, natural and harmonic. minor scales.
Part B deals with ear-traininG profic.iency,
and consi~ts of four tests. a-ITritius
syllatle names of tv!el ve exercises from
aural dictation. b-Writins time signatures
and sypplying bars for incomplete notation
of fou~ given melodic fragments. c-Detecting
both pitch and time error's in notation. d
ITriting notes on the staff from dictation.

6.

Hillbrand Sight-SInging Test.
This consis ts of a four page folder containi~
six songs. The pupil is perr~tted to study
the not~.tion for a few minutes, and is then
asked to sing, ~ithout help of any kine. The
various errors made b~ the pupil are record
ed on a copy of the songs by the teacher.

Op. 01 t.
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7.

kosher Test of Individual Singing.
This consists of t'lJ"ielve exercises, which
contain 'problems that 1'r,equentlj- occur in
school music, arranged in order of incl'eosing
difficulty. II

Both the HillbrancJ. sip:ht-singing test B.nd the r_losher
t,e;3t of individual singl

are indivldaul tests.

~osher

tried to find some group tests v-.hich yfill be a signlfi
C8..nt inde1:

ofsight-si~'lging abilit~,.

In doing this

~I'Iosher

investigatec the degree of relationship between performance
on his individual test and on seven group tests.

Th8.t mos t

indicative of sight-singing abilit7l was found to be the
abili tV' to Yiri te tonal figures from hearing them. l
8.

"Some Less Formal and Developed Tests.
Besides highly~developed_ published tests
which we have descrited, and others like
them, there are a number of measurill..g, in
s truIilents rilllch :>.0. ve nev'er been standardized.
But it is very well worth while for the school
music teacner to know sam€thir~ about them,
for they often suggest valuable inform
llletb.ods of testing musical ability, sucn as
that mentioned in Chapter Two.

T,OWERY r S TESTS OF CADENCE AND I.illSICAL

·.,·ORY.

'1' he cadence t,est consisted of fift~r comparisons
between cadences in various positions,--perfect,
plagal, in~erfect, and deceptive--tbe subject being
required to say whether the second cadence of the
pa.ir v,ras more or les3 fina. The phrase test con
sisted of judgments as to whether two tonal se
quences were the same or different when the only
difference lay in the phrasing. The musical
memory test consisted of ten musical sentences,
followed by five variations on each one, the
variat.ions being interspersed vri th irl'evelant
items, and the subjects being required to identif~T
the variations on the theme they had heard fro

1.

Op. Cit.
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~. Mw~se11

nou gives us a sur~lary:1

1.

'l'ests in music, a.s in education gen€'rall~", are
simply devices for helping us to :mal{e !:1oY'e
certain and accurate quantitative statements
and comparisons. Vie should not expect too much
from them; nor, on the contrary, should we fe~l
that they have no value or nlace.

2.

Tests should be evaluated on the basis of ob
jectivlty, reliability, validity, and ease
of adr.l.inistre.tion. The. existence of publish
ed norms 1s a grest ad';antage. All tests,
whether formally putllished, or made b:, the,
teacher hiDlSeli', should conform to the above
four conditions.

3.

A COmTIient on the nlusic tests discussed is here
in order. The~r are samples of the a vailal)le
material, and fairly well represent its ex
cellences and deficienciEs. Obviously they
tend to e~{Iphasize the more 0:' less mechHnical
aspects of musical ability, and. to stress
owledge and specialized skill. This in
fact is their most serious weakness aUG it
arises qul te 1argel~1 from the necessi ty of
making them objective. ne must remember too,
that it does not y€t wholly understand it
self. Its a1IlLs are not entirel~r Ciefini te
and clearly stated. Horeover, we can construct
good tests only when ..,.:e Imow ey.actly \'rhat to
test for. As the aims of Busic education
progressively define thenselves, and the
dcs::'ra1)le musical-mental processes become
mOI'e evid.ent, new and better tests will
develop. "
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the diseases and defects discovered in a
physical eAa~ination, on observed bebav:or
reacticns, and on the child's pro~tciency in
school work. Too ~~ch dependence was at one
time pLe.ced on the resul DS of physical e;·~amlD.
stions. The nature of a child's mental deviations
or pers onallty ::nake-np cannot be obtained fror-?
a pr.,ysical e:~:.an:in8.tion but only from adeqm'tte
psycholo~ical methods of examinat~on.
But no
sufficiently adequate psycholosical exam~ination
existed until within our own day. The inventi~n
and standardizat ion of a mult ieude of ps:,rcl:01o.::.;ical
tests and ~cales and the elaboraticn of sy2te2
~tic methods of ps~rcholobical inspection durillG
the present c"mtury has made it !Jossible to
rneas~re objectively with a fair degree of
accuracy- the amount that children poss,ess of
many pS~Tchic and psycho-physical traits, and
to differentiate various desrees of capacity
or incapacity or different types of devi-ation."
There are five basic types of classification of
inferior children.

~entallJ

To discuss these to any great deGree

would require a separate study all i'ts oll'm.

Ie will, how ...

ever have a brlef reference to each ph2,se of the subject.
Feeblemindedness, looking at .:.t in the liGht of its cau
sation, may be classified accord:tnJ to the manner of circLuu
stances or factors v

ch

d1rectl~r

or to the abnormal differenC€ 8
b·ocly.

e have

~Bre

fa·

two factors -

or indirectly prod:uced it,
in the tissues of the

enic and

Patholo~y.

Dr. W"allin here explains the CirCUlustance3 of the orL:c::'n
of mental de£ic~ency (pathogenic fa"tors).l
"The causative f8.ctors are eltl:er prilnar~T
or innate (or as they are also cs.lled, :tntrinsic,
germInal, or hereditary), or secondary or acquir
ed (also referrecl to as eztrinsic, sm:i..atic, or
enVironmental). In primary or Inhereited mental
. feriority the causes have operated yrior to
cODcepti'.)ll, and have produced 8. defective c;erm
~........,.p.....l-:a:-s~~.~J..the_ su':2.~t~_nge_ conta:Lned in the -"herm ,~ells
1. 'Uallin, J. E. ",vallace 'l'he Educ8,ti'Jn oj. HanQ1Capped
Children p. 333-6
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by which hereditary charac ters ara trans;;l:tt ted) .
Accordin.; to the orthodox view, the defect in
the Dena plasm is due solely to whe, t is SOrtle
t-L!:.es referred to as "neur09athic inheritance,"
t~at is, the trans~ission of a taint inherent
in the berm plasm of the individual's ancestors.
The most Lnports.nt of such ancestral or hered
itary nervous (or neuropethic) defects are feeble
t1indedness, insanity, epilepsy, and mental :tdio
syncrasies. The author has reached the conclus~_on
from independent investij8.tions that the tradi
tional view of hereditary tranamission should be
extended to include the transmission of defe~ts
proc]uced in the germ plasm by vltiatins environ
mental stimule. P_ny destructive incil':lent envi
ronmen·tal forces if sufficiently virulent and
long continued may modify the parental g~T'l
plasm and the modifications thus produced may be
transmitted to the ofi'sprin~. .su.'::l.stqnces capable
of .:"njuri.ng the serm plasm are referred to as
blastopbthoric. Ex.J;lerimsl1ts have sbovm thl.?,t tte
6erm plasm may b0 impaired by th~ entry of vari
ous poisons, such as alchDl, lead, and the tox~_n.s
of disease, into the blood stream of the parents,
and that the germ nal ::mo:::lificat1ons thus produced
may produce va_rious mental and physical defects,
det:eneracies, and deformities in the offsprin.::; for
several ~enerations. Defects of the germ plasm
transmissible to the offspring !;t8.y also be caused
by a lack of essential elements in the parents'
ietary, such as certain salts and vita~ineB.
The conslusion' reached by the majority of
investigators that most cases of mental defec
tiveness orit::inate from a defective (caco;enic)
hererlity 170uld ":Jrob'lbly be Corr'3ct if the con
ception of heredity is rno~ified and enlar~ed as
indicated above.
The secondary or acquired causes, such as
pOisons, infecti8ns, diseases, or mechanical
accidents Which injure the br~in, act directly
upon the body of the child after the union of
"'.J
the s,perm and the egs. 'l'lley may thus opcrscte "\.-'0
fore birth, durinG birth, or after birt:'l.
ien mental defe~:tivsness oris;inates after
birth, the child shoVIS norIilal or fair mental
development until the incidence of a severe acoi
dent or disease. After this, mental arrest or
deterioration sets :!-rl, 30meti:"1.BS, howe.tr, quite
insldiousl J
It nmst not be inferred from what
has been s8.id th2,t a 11 children who are born
7

•
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mentally defective evince obvious sic.:;ns of de
fectiveness at birth. In the majority of caees
the defectiveness only beco~es ap9arent ~rQd
ually as the child t;rmve older and .:Calls r.1ore
and more behind the normal standard. The
acquired cases do not ordinarily show any of
the Grosser ffsti¢;mata of deGeneration.'1 These
are more prevalent in the con;enital cases."
The second factor has to do with the structural de
fects in the, brain tis.3ue •

This delicate part of our

body is the cause of lllany of the bodily defects of the
ment.ally deficient--particularly in the cerebellu..il and
the cer3trlIT1.

Alt~ough

there are a varied lot of differ

enC88 as to the brain defectivoness of the mentally de
ficient betv:een the highest and lowest mentally, )ost
mortem

exam:~nations

perfor:ned on the brains of msntally

defective cbildren h9.ve shovm mysterious

v8.riet~T

of

condit ~Lons.l
"The "gross" cerebral defects, most of
which are perceptible to the naked eye, in
clude areas of hardening (or induration or
s cleros is), or softeninc:, incomple te deve 10)
ment, or non-development (a~enes1s)~ or
atrophy of parts of the brain, cavities in
the brain (porencephaly), defective develop
nent of the convolutions, diminished size
and weight of t11e brain, and 2LXC,€SS of cere
brospinal fluid "'l{hich occurs particularly
in hydroc e jpr~aly ) • Such ,,-,['os S br2. in 113 s ions,
however, are merely a minor basis of mental
deficiency. The essential basis in the
l:1ajority of defective children consists of
struc tural deJects Which are so minute that
they can only be detected, if at all, by
povverful microscopes or appropriate chem2.cal
stains. CLisf amons such "microsco:Jic" o.e
:'ec ts are nU:l~eric8.1 deficiency of nerve cells
(neurones) in any part of the external lQyer
of the gra-x .ma tter (..the c.o.~t ex), but e sJ2.~~ially
1. ¥~llin J. E •. Wallace Tbe 6ducation of Handicapped
Children p. 333-6
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The next
cephalics.

~roup

in our class :'1.fication a re the I:IlcI'o

This type is very

the srll3.1lness of the head,
head.

~lery

very

fl~_t.

8.

point and

The brain of tl.1is type

small, with s!fJE.ll, simple folc..s.

unl~eliable

because of

the anGular s:c.aped fore

'rhe hi,:,hest part of the head comes to

the lm'lest part is very
is

an~~

iistir~hlsh8.t.le

This person is

8nd ':-oiven to violent outbreaks of erlOtions.

Their speecl1 is' hardly understandable.

They are quicl\: and

surprisingly briGht, although beinz low

mentp~ly.They

are imitative and said to be very difficult to teach.
allln

:Cr.

describes the characteristics of one exaraple he

used in his book.l

"J. C. is a micrOCel)halic idiot, abe 2S.~
'when photo€ r apbed, :Ginet a~e 1. 4 at a~e of tVlenty
nine.
Head CirCUl'lference 16.5 inches at; aJe ten.
Lower jaYi pro~nathic, lar;;6 mou.th, hair on upper
lip, eyes small and .slantirJ.b.
One 1Drotr~er a micro
cephalic idiot, and Qne cous in fE>eble-r.'linded.
Walked at t:bree. Masturbates. 'lll en ds to mutilate
hands and other parts of body, often rough with
other children, :?layful, 18.u-:.:hs 'v',;i thout provoca
tion., makes q'll.ick birdlike movements of the head,
likes to show off.
Capable of matching tvJO colors,
of sele,ctinb common objects by sense of touch, of
dressing and. undressin;; herself, althou';h re
quiring assis.tance in lacing shoes, of carrying
clothing from one place to another, and of carrylng
out_. f
one1
simlDle
cOli'lmand, such as II '-",",~et u.p"
or s1 t
'
~

down .

The next type is called the Sclerotics. 2

1.

2.

lNallin, J. ~.
Children, pp.
Wallin, 3'. E.
Children, pp.

Wallace, ~~e Education of Handicapped
333-6
lllallace, The Education of Handicapped
333-6
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"Trus tcrr!l is applied to child::::"en v/1:.0 l":,ave
areas of hardenln~ (sclerosis) in the ~rain due
to the overgrOi!'!th of tLe fibrous tissue vI::.ich
supports the nerve cell::,. The head is squarish
rather than round, it is frequently enla!';;ec_,
and massive looking, 1:'111i1e the forehead is ver
tical, ~~kins the child appear impressive and
nore lntelli£ent tt.an 1:.e is. 'rhe so-called
tube rous form is sometir.10s accompanied by
rounded tmnors in the brain corte~, kidneys,
heart, skin, (adenoma sebaceurn), and other
or Of.:.ll
~~n" "
;j.

A fifth Srou n is the Rydrocepr-alics.

has a distorted lookin,;z. head formation.

~his

type also

This type differs

from the Sclerotic in that the shape of the head is <::10
bular, or more round instead of square. 1
"These children are so denomInated becaus e
of the presence of cerebro-spinal fluid in the
ventricles of the brain (internal form). T~e
fluid fre~uently produces a pronounced expan
sion or a distortion of the skull, distension
()f the Bl[:n, and destruction of the brain tis:::ue.
Tbe head appears globular, balloon-sha.ped or
prymidal instead of square (as in the sclerotic
form of' e nlar;ement), the face appearins dlm
in tive in contrast. The f'oreheac. tanc:s to
bulee forward, the eyeballs are often de,ressed,
exposinG the Il whites of the eye" (sclera). :fre
ead often under;oes gradual expansion durin; a
perIod of years until it may measure thirty or
more inches in circumference.
Mentally" hydrocepr..alics vary from idiocy
to normality, the external form producinw less
defect. They are educable according to brade of
mentality, stage of the disease (whether sta
tionary or progressive), and associated defects.
The causation is obscure, but most cases
probably develop [Ifter birth from chronix
meningitis, or ~.ome othGY' infection. 'There
is no specific cure, and the outlook is un
favorable in practically all the con~enital,
progressive and ventricular (or internal)
ca.ses. 1I
-i,.. .)

1.

~allin,

J. E.

allace, the Educatlon of Ha.ndicapped

Children pp. 333-6
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Dr. Wallin

desc~ibes

here the characteJ'istics of a

specific case of this particular type.

T~is

is a descrip

tion of a o~irl.l

"0. D••••• who classifies among the hibher grades
of mental defectives, had at the time of the
exa....mnation, a t the a~,e of 17.8 years, a Binet
a~e of 8.2 years by the 1908 scale and 7.4 by
the 1911, I. ~. 46, and inrate of psychomotor
reaction, {Seciuin form-board} measuI'ed 6.5 years,
according to the author's norms, whether based
on the best trial or the averaGe of three triB.ls.
She was very s}ow in her motor and intellectual
rC2.ctions. In anthropometric measurements: her
percent iles were as foIl '~ws: Standin;; heie,ht,
eiGhth; sittin~ heiGht, thirtieth; ~eiLht, tenth;
rioht ~rip, ninth; and left Grip, ei~hth. Her
head was lar .. e at birth. ~he head girth at
eiuhteen months was eiGhteen inches and at 17.8
years 26.5 inches. She did not sit up until
eiGhteen months old, prior to which time her
head had to be propped up with a pillow or
supported by some one's arm •••• At tt.e ac:;e of
twenty-two, after a few months in the kinder
garten and ten years in a special school in a
city school systen, she did a~out third-srade
work in readin; and. spellinG, and second, crade
vlorl: in oral and written langua~,e and arithm.etic.
~he did well in folk-dancin~, fairly well in
runninb, tactics, and xarchinG, but poorly in
mental and physical Games, in which she was
disinterested and lacked confidence. She did
well in writinG, brus:r".mal~in.s,plain band. sewing,
and simple decorative stitching, and was ex
cellent in sewed and woven basketry which she
3reatly enjoyed. Her sreatest deficiency was in
arithmetic, especially problem work, and ~er
Greatest capacities in writins and music. She
showed poor judgment, gave sood attent~_on, made
300d effort, but timid a.nd s}l..rinkin~. Has al
ways shown lac1\ of self-confidence.
~

Itl

~

he Sixth type of mental deficients as to physical

and clinical classification, has to do with the Paralytic
or Ple.lt.ic form.

1.

ere is a brief description of their most
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outstandinG charncteristics. l
"The types of ~no-cor paralysis to Volt; ch these
children are subj eet may be of the s pas tic varie ty
_ (in wllic}' there is muscular ri,;idi ty and. increased
reflexee), which shows that the lesion is in the
brain, or of the flaccid variety (in which the
muscles are flabby and the reflexes abolished),
which is due to a lesion of the spinl?l cord. Both
sides of the body nay be invol vee (diple.sia) , or
only one side (hemiplegia), or only the 10vIer limbs
·)
"",
.
, t'In,:::; f rora '011'
. tb
"
( parap1 e3J.a,
J.ne para 1 ySJ..s
aa
. :.., Que
to prenataJ_ disease, or inf12:.::ma t ions, or birth
injuries, are k~oTIn as birth-palsies (or Little's
di sease,). 'l'hey are of the spas tic type, and are
morB frequently diplecic than hemiple~ic. L~s
cular incoordination is prominent, as seen in the
\'Iri tin~ which often betrays wild, irl'egular Ir..OVe
r.lents. Children 1;vi tl1 birtr~-pa18Y are often sub
ject to slo.. .; writhinG and twisting involuntary
movements 'of the fin0e!s and hands (aethetoid
movements), which .sreatly interfere with the
skillful use of the hands.
The post-natal type, due most frequently to
injuries or infectious diseases, may be spastic
or flaccid. u
The range of mental ability for bhe paralytic form is
very broad and varied.

'rhe mental level vari es from that

of the 10':1est idiot to the superior rank. 2
•••• r'Eishteen or 62 per cent of twenty-nine con
secutive paralytics of' various types exa.rnined by
the writer in the St. Louis psycho-educational
clinic were d.iagnosed as feeble-mindel;J., 7 per cent
as approximately normal, and 31 per cent as back
wa.rd or bOl'dsl'line. Of twenty-seven crippled
children of various types in the Da.yton school
for cri,pled children, 18.5 per cent varied in
I. Q.. from 56 to 74, 37 per cent fror: 78 to 95,
33.3 per cent from 99 to 121, and 11.1 per cent
from 125 to 145. However, even some of those who
apparently normal in intelliwence are more or
less irritable or emotionally unstable, or rather
chil <Hike or infantile. 'l'he birth-palsy' cases
1.

~:'j'allin,

2.

Ibid

-------------------,-~
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of feeble-2:ndedness (al~hcu~h very ra~e in
Its tendency is to accentuate the
ce.:.,;r-::e of tile I~ental deficiency and Ilmi t
the possiiJili t:tes of t r£~5..r~ine:;..
en the other
hand, rep~ate:l. convulsions I.1ay ln~urs the
brain and thus produce feeble-m~n:iej.n8ss,
. ackwardnes3, or dementaa in subjects o1'i
winally pos~8ssej of ' fair or normal nen
tality. It is astonishin u ' hm'Jever, hoYJ
sorae brains are able to r::.sist for many
years the rava....,es of the seizures.

l'.~onGolis.\:1).

Epilepsy is still lar3ely a morbus in
co<:::nita., thourSh many of tLe predisposinS and
e}:citino causes of convu13ions are knovm.
Many believe ttat a defective ~eredity is the
un derlyinb cause. The !tree. tiilent is still
largely symptomatic, the main reliance bein5
laced on depres sant or seda t:i. ve drugs for
abortin~ the convulsions, the re:ulation of
the diet, outdoor employ::J.ent, proper social
diversions, protection a~alnst falls, life
lonG supervision, and educational train~nb
adapted to the subject's a;e, .;rade of in
telligence, and the c OU:1.'8e of the disease. II
The Pro~ressive tvnes. l
~

U

4

he typical fecble-:ninded c}!.ild i:nproves
slowl:l up to the period of :"mxinum }Jhysical
and mental de vel OI:lInent , 2.Ild does not dement
until the period of senile deterioration
su.perven3s. :Sut deterioration mD..~r, and fre
~uently does, occur in epileptic and hydro
cephalic children, and is a typical .?henomenon
in the two fo~lowins types.
Juvenile par~lysis or zeneral paralysis
(Thomas Clouston), which is a disease of the
nervous system due to hereditary syphilis.
The mental inferiority· may appear at birth
but usually develops very slowly and insidi
·ously until the physical s1;n3 appear (irreg
ular, dilated .pupils, absence of the li 6 ht
and accomrnodatton reflex, fibrillary trembl
ing of the tonbue and lips, hesitant and in
distinct speech, and develc~in; paralysis of
the limbs), when the dementia becomes rna
edly pro~ressive. In a few cases the disease
may be arrested by early anti-syphilitic

----------------_._--------
1.
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trea t:-"'ont. Dement ia in chi Idren wi thou t
antecedent insanity or epilepsy is usually
indicative of juvenile par£lysls {or
paresis)."
Perhaps it s hou.ld be made clear here that not all
child.ren

suff,~rin3

from syphiLis are

are listless, below normal ment211y,

f(~ebleminded,

but they

temper~~entally

balanced and they are unable to make tl1.8

pro~:re8s

un

in school

that is expected from them on the basis of their intelli
~ence

ratin3 from

t}~ir

tests.

Every child suspected of

having syphilis should be ;iven the wassermalID blood test,
and if the results are positive should be 6iven anti
syphiU. tic treatment. l
"Amaurosis or "amaurotic family idiocy"
(B. Sachs), a type of infantile brain deceneration
confined almost exclusively to Jewish children,
previously healthy, be3ins about the third month,
and leads to weakness of the muscles of the back
and neCk, blurred vision, eventual blindness, and
a fata.l termination from h,,1art dise.9.se or ":"")neu
monia within a couple of years. On examininc the
re'l;ina a light gray oval patch containil16 a cherry
red spot is found in the center of slsion. For
tli..llately the condi tion is very rare. T-he a'uthor
has met with only two cases, Jewish siblin,ss, less
than thr8e years of a~e, lli1able to stand or sit,
and almost blind., out of over four thousand
chil.dren individuall;r exa..m.:i.ned in several States
duri!16 almost fifteen years.
A somewhat similar t~Tpe of mental deterior
a tlon occurs among. children of six or seV9n,
previously healthy, nnd slowly pro;resses to a.

fatal termination in seven or eii-.:;ht years. 'l"':f18Se
diseased are assumed to be caused bv some 'Gox::n.
'here is no known cure.
Dementia Praecox. Reference is made to tIllS
condition because it is occasionally confused with
..

_._~--_._-"--.-.-----_.~~_

l~
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feeble-~indeQ~ess.
It is a form of adolescent
insanity (psychosis) wr~ch ~~y effect both feeble
minded and nentally normal children after the
onset of puberty, and ~Lich, in some of its
forms, leads to emotional, instinctive, and
intellectual deteI"ioration, gnd conci.uct dis
orders. There is no known cure for this
disease, althoubh the hope is now extended
that it may be prevented by safe-~uardin6
the child from the effects of toxins ~nd
~ental strains and stresses."

The MeninGitic and Inflammatory types. l
lIMental deficiency may follow ~evere acute
infectious diseases, such as cerebra-spinal
menin:;itis, inflam..'TIation of the brain (en
cephalitis), and infantile paralysj.s, wl"}:;.ch may
produce hardenin6 and scar {ormation in the
nervous tissue, and thiclcenin; and adhesion of
the brain membranes v!hich interfere '.':ith the
cerebral circulation. Amon; 872 cases in
vesti2;;ate.d by the writer, cerebro-s)inal
menin~itis 08curred 345 per cent more fre
quently in the personal histories of the
feeble-minded tha.n of the normal cl'.J.ldren.
Unrec0 0 nized antenatal menin 0 i tis l~ay be
responsible for more cases of mental defect
than is now suspectaQ. llental defeciency
may also follow, a.lthou-.:;h infreq1..1entJ.y, some
of the milder infections, such as scarlet
fever, typhoid, diphtheria, or measles. Dling
ness and deafness are also possible sequelae of
infectious diseases. There is, unfortunntely,
no medical cure for the mental defect after the
brain damabe has been dene. 'l'he most important
line of advanc3 in th:i.s field :LR t() safegll.8.r'·;l
children f:;:>Ol-:1 these infections. Diphtheria and
typhoid can no\\' b3 prevented .OJT th(j administration
of Droner antitoxins. The educational Dro~nosis
varies: in ~eneral, vii th trJ3 de~ree of ·tr.B '-'men
tal defec t.
Infantile or infantilism types. 2
1.

2.

Ibid
Wallin, J. E. ~allace, The
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"The two most promj.nent characteristics of
infantilims are sexu8.1 and nental i:,ma turi ty.
These c~ildren are childish, ~uerile, emotionally
immature, e.nd weak and ini.·artile in intelli
~ence, but they arc not ~lways mentally defective.
Some authorities believe that there are ten or
twelve different forms or types of infantilism,
dependin b upon the nature of the cause. In the
so-called idiopathic form no definite cause if
ascTibed to a serious bener~l disease or infection,
such as tuberculosis, syphilis, malaria, or cD-ronic
intestinal infections. The most definite and clearly
recogni 7 ed types are due to deficient functionin3
of the ~lands of internal secreticn (or endocrine
vIands), the best known form of which, c:,... etinism
(or hypothyroidism), has alrsady been discussed.
Pi tui tary infantilism" is due to Wlder
Tunctionin6 of the posterior lobe of the pituit
ary ~land, wbich is a 61and. ')f' internal secret i on
about the size ·of a hazel nut:situated at the base
of the s~ull. When this condition develop~ be
fore adolescence, the stature remains short, the
hands and feet small, the beard does not Grow, the
oeni tal oreans remain undeveloped, there is an ex
ce~si ve accumulation of fat, lNhile mentally t:b.e
individual ay~ears Gull and torpid.
TI

Some authori ties believe tba t definite t-rpes
ot infantilis!7l may be traced to me.lfunctionint
of the thymus (a small ~land below the thyroid)
and pineal eland (situated behind and above the
_ituitary), but this is questioned
b~ oth~rs.

None of these types of infantilism responds
favorably to the ~dministration of 6landular
extracts except cretinism, althouL;h favorable
reports from the admini8~ration of pituitary
extract occasionally

.

~

It should be noted that only a few types of
subnormal children display decided infantile
mental characteristics, namely, the cretins, the
!ilont:;ols, many micrrcephalics, and Jlany paralyt ies,
especially the spastic cases."
The Sense Deprivation types. l
1.
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"A chi Id mi.;ht remain imI~l8. ture or undeve lop
ed and eventually staonate as permanently mentally
deficient because of conbenital or early acquired
blindness or deafness which has been uncompensated
for, or uncorrected by, appropriate remedial and
educational treatnent. The rrervelous extent to
~tich the effects of sensory defects may be com
pensated for or overCO!',le by the development of other
sense or:.;ans is nOYl well kno':m. Ead Laura Eridt;man
and Eelen Keller been.s~nt to an institution for the
feeble-minded and been ziven merely the routine
instruction provided in such institutions, they
would pro~ably have stagnated as feeble-~inded
and have remained unknown to the Ylorld. Ap
propriate t rainin.; and instruct~.on, if early
be.;un, wi 11 rer'lOve !n.ental def:1.ciency due to sense
deprivation (assuming, of course, that the sensory
defeat is not superposed upon a ;(;ac!·:[rourid of
primary mental deficiency).
Children stagnating as menta:ly defective,
mentally inferior, or savage, because of lack of
adequate and appropriate social snd educational
contacts have been classified as "isolation"
countr'y is probably ne';11,~rb18."
A knowled,.e, no matter how brief, of the factors of
caU.'3atlon, of the
as

t~

stI'uci~uY'al

defects, and claoslfication

physical t:1PC of ;nental inferior should be bad by

all social v!orkers 2nd educators if they expect to 08 of
any value to t}:ese c]-ilclren.

3ucl-: knowledGe w:_ll help

,ut the ,lork done for deficient cbilc.:ren on :--tlore of a
scientific basis and aid in the prevention of
efficiency and the increase of mental
prev8nt the
better, by

lTI~my

juclz}~ent.

in

It will
Still

the cause and the cL;,.nic9.l 'type we may

be better able to tell what sur·:.lcal
these people

ef~iciency.

mistakes made purely on

kno~'rinG

~ental

shoul~

01"

medical treatment

have as in the cases of epileptics,

5S

cretins and syphilitics--the 9royer educational
for Moncolians,

~icrocephalics,

or

~eneral

c:~.nnels

paralytics.
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CHAPTER IV

The Effect of Music on
the Handicapped Cr~ld

There 1s no bettel" treatment educationally for the
mentall:>'" deficient than music.

There

WES

not one of all

thesE types quoted that was utterly without feeling or
enotion.

True music could not be used to increase le£:rning

a.bility.

'But music could soothe their' feelings and enrich

them spiritually.

By gaining control of: their el:1otions music

could modify actions of violence to deeds of kindness, re
ferring to the more criminally inclined mental deficient.
In order to gain control of our actions v.e must u.ndoubtedly
have some regulation of· our thoughts for action is rare
without premeditation.

Is it not music that st:o:.rts the

millions of feet marching to battle.
that makes

us

Isnlt it the music

pull back our shoulders and say, "1 1 m clad I
<;;)

am an American."

';"Jesnlt it the beat of the drum a.nG. the

w'ar chant that sent the lowest form of man lnto battle?

It's

the soft, mel.8ncholy melody of the violin or singer that
rr~akes

tears come to our' eyes, or the quiek, pu.lsatinG rhyt.b..nl

of' an orcl~estra or band thf,t makes us happy, gay, want to

dance and be care free, free to forget our troubles.

It's

the playing of a sacred number on the churcL. organ emd the
singing of the

h~i'111IlS

that clea.nses

ou~'

souls, uplifts us

spiritua.lly B.nd instills wi thin us a desire to be more like
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Him.

Feeli,nss, emotions, thoue,hts, moods--yes, and music,

are all entwined.

Anything as universal as music must be

of benefit md a blessing.
Mr. Haley, a tone t il!le warden of one of Indians. 1 s

Boys Reformatory's, noticed that the boy who was the most
hardened criminal was the boy who had never had contact with
music.

M"r. Haley also noticed that the boys who could play

some musical instrumen t Or coo Id sing to a certain extent
were the boys who straightened out their shattered lives
and went ahea.d and made something out of themselves.

The writer made the statement that in order to learn
the child must be happy.

Dr. Wallin says:

.1

.••• ltmal~e the children contented, happy optim
istic, ana ambitious.
It is knovll that agree
able feelings facilitate the normal functioning
and augment tle output of energy of the orga.n
ism, while unplea.ssnt expc riencecs tend to in
hibit the functions, depress tb£ spirits, and
devitalize the organism. The Training School
at Vineland is a living embodirr~nt of its
famous mott 0: lIHappine,ss first, a 11 else fol
lows. II It is necessa.ry to eapb.asiz e this ob
je cti ve in special-class work, because these
children are at best unfortun6.te--~lways un
fortunate in their mental limitations, which
are frequently ineradicable, sometirr.es in their
attitudes, often in the home tree.tme'nt ..,hlch
they have recei ve,d. Some have suffered neglect
or abuse at· the handS of t1:..e parents or sib
lings.
Some have even been debauched in the
llome. Kiany have frequently been unfortunate
in thei~ contacts with other children, and in
their experiences in the grad.es, where they
ha.ve become discouraged by tl:e fruitless at
tempt to master incomprehensible SUbject-matter."

1.

Wallin,~ E. Wallace the ~ducetYonoI" Handicapped
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Perhaps at this point it would be best to see just how
music does effect the handicapped child.

i;Ve have learned

tha t mu.sic 'effe cts him t::T:lotionnlly but how else'?

Dr. riallin

1

says:
"Calis theni cs and rhythm work, including
folk dan cin6 and eurhytrliui cs (Dalcroze) ec com
panied b~T mus ic. Musi c ~m(l rhythJll make B. very
strong, appeal tot he menta.lly deficient end
ought to be uti lized. in tl:..e physical traininG
exercises whenever po,ssible. This type of
'ork 1,s of grea t service in overcoming tho awk
rd, clumsy, ungainly r::ovements so character
istic of many defectives. Eurhythmics is a
system of musical tra.ining accompa.nied by bodily
movements, designed to develop coorfinatj on of
the m.1.nd end body, phy.slce.l grace and self
control, to improve the carriage, relax muscular
tenseness, and develop hearing and musical appre
cia.tion.
It is alle ged tha. t i t is also of value
in quickening the menta,l1y deficient mentally.
It should find a larger place in the special
schools than is now the case."
Too true is this lS.st

st2te~lent.

icapped child alloweQ to enjoy music?

HoVi often is the hand
Not very often, for

the teacher is tole. th&.t this child is "too dumb" to know
anything about music, and !1too dumb" to be able to appre
cia te music.

Yet it is this very child thE, t needs mus 1c

above all subjects.
The Sensori-motor, manual, industrial arts, pre-voca
timal and vocationai traininl:,; of the mental deficient is
more important than a.nything else.
reasons for emphasizin

I7 TIaiLtn,
2.

Here are some of the
2

~ - •
motor t ra.J:.ulng.
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",As a lrea6.y sugbested, the rr,aj or emphasis
in the c~rriculU1!l for defectives :must be placed
on the mot.or fe-nTIS of training rather than on
the literary forms of tr~inln~ for various reasons.
(1) The child is fund.a:roontally a motor bei ng. He
is motor a lone; time before he becomes lnte lle ctua l.
kovement rests on an instinctive, impulsive basis-
it 1s an irresistible impulse--w:':..ile cog1 tatlon is
an artifact thrust on the child by the exigenci es
of civilization. !Movernent satisfies 8. fundamental
biological need.
(2)
It is thrOU~i movements that the clilld acquires
a knowledge of the world. Movem.ents brine; him into
intimate contact vd.th his surroundinGs. Movements
of the hands (and in early life of ~e lips also)
enable hi~ to explore objects. It is from these
kinestDetic sensations that the child gets his vital,
pulsating, trustworth kno~ledge of reality. He docs
not actually know wha.t a ball is unti 1 he has handled
one and obtained a host of new sensations: hardness,
smoothness, resilience, 0lastic:Lty, 8.bility to roll
and rebound, cQldnes~, heaviness, etc. ~1hen there
is conflict between the different senses, the appeal
is always made to the }cinest;leti c sensations: tha t
which is capable of offering resistance to r.1Uscular
exertion must be real.

Motor education affords excellen t mental train
It of fers opportuni tie s to compare; judge,
alyze problems, solve nevI problems, adapt means to
ends, and coordinate ::ovena;"lts tovi9.l'd the atta.inment
of desired objectives. Just as motor 6ducation con
sis ts most large ly in the cieve·lopment and ref Ine
ment of muscular coordinations, so intellectual edu
cat-ion consists la.rgely in establishing associations
between related ideas and in properly cooruin~ting
v·arious mental processes. Knovlledge is a. system of
cOl'rectly coordina ted or ~elated ideas.
(3)

(.}) ~.iotortraining actually g ives results. Ex
perience ShOW3 that the mentally deficient are
benefi ted more b~T motor, indus t.ria 1 arts and o,ccu
pational training than by literary instructlon. n
The motor traintng of the child then is very important.
usic then is part of his motor trainil1[, l'or we
stimUlates thought, movement.

V'I

that it

Here are some examples of what
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music does for the handicapped child and specific cases of
1
musically inclined imbeciles.
11l\Iost of the mentally deficient enjoy music,
especially the rhythm, the quick staccato teI!!.pos,
and si~;jplc falniliar airs. hlany possess con~ider
able musica 1 ab iIi ty. Some can hum tunes who can
not read the words; some possess good voices and
sing correctly in tune; so~e can learn to play easy
se lections on the piano, mouth harp, 0r di fferent
band instruments. Because of the musclal ability
poss essed by some of these children the parents
find 1t difficult to accept the examiner I s verdict
th~t they S\.re feeble'-minded.

:H. D., who had spastic paralysis in the left
1e3, impaired vision, internal strabismus, st tho
e of 12 years had a. mental ase of 4.1 by the
1911 sca.le.
Sbe me acql.:lired very little in school
after tl~ee years of discontinuous instruction, but
she c auld hum tunes, and play simple melodies on the
piano by ea.r. She was able to learn the words to
ny popular airs an~ sing them fairly well. The
w.other protested aga:1.nst the diagnosis of imbecili ty.
F. C., a male imbecile with partial. motor aphasia
and a mentality of less than four at the age of 13.5,
who could with effort repeat words fairly ~ell but
WLO talked in Grunts ffild nmmbles, was exceedingly
fond of musi~, was able to hum a considera.ble num
'bel' of tunes from memory, and partook-with gusto in
the s inginc; in the Sunday school. D'. B., a very
excitable, restless 6irl subject to athetosis, and
h.aving a men tali ty 0 f three a t the age of e 19ht,
sang catchy tunes readily, was very fon~ of the
gr~phop~one, and was able to select the disks she
enj aye d and pl8.c e t hem on the 1 ns trumen t, e.l thou"gh
she c01.4JLd not read a \"lord."
A word nOVi as to the value of music in the special class
2
es or in the adjustment sc_hool.
"A special class v,lithout vocal and instrumental
music is almost an anachronism. Kusic sh01.4ld be

1.
2.

I
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provided in abundance, not only for tl~ scke of furn
iShing enjoyment to the children, bUG for purposes of
training. It is a superior medium for arousing atten
tIon, ener2;izing the child!.:; activities, developing
motor coordination and grace, tralninb the voice,
improving the articulation, developing a group con
sciousness, socializing the child, and providing
est~etic culture."
The teacher plays the most important part in the edu
cation of the mentally deficient.

The qualifications for

tl1.e teacher of mental deficients are sirl1:i.lar to those of
the regular teacher, however- there are a few tre.i ts needed
in a superlative degree.

This special teacher shoulci he.ve

optimism, sympathy and a. buoyant spirit about him.
have patience and cheerfulness a[)ove all else.
few teachers

\";inO

cross but ",hen

are

conste~Tlt1y

dea.J.ln~

He must

There

patient and never become

with these f1-peclal types the teacher

must de-lTelop this trait.

He must keep in mind that these

students' m.inds work more slO\,!,rly, llstlessly, and no matter
how .b..£l,rd t hey may work they
normal student.

C9....YJ.

never catch up ,-;1 th the

The teacher must exercise self-control land

be able to meet defeat srailingly with a resolution to retul""'n

to the task wi th renewed energy and det'errnina tion.
disposition is indispensable.
do more to break

do~n

sunny

A smile from the teacher will

indifference and do away with any

hostile feeling of the child for being taught.
l

There is no

doubt tr..:at a child who has become discouraged, gloomy, list
less, and pessimistic deserves a bri.;ht and cheer

teacher.
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It is an easy task for a teacher to be kind to children
',NIlO

are norma.l beautiful and can be taught easily, but it

is not easy to be kind an.d patient to the:% types that are
pGculiar- -peculiar- for no rea son of their own.
Not only doe s music have an effect on the mentally cie
ficient but here we present observations made by Paul E.
Clifford, Civilian Bandmaster, Sing Sine Prison, Ossining,
:New York on the povlerful effect music may have as a rem.edial

1

factor in maladjusted lives.
"Although the music cOTcpany itself consis
ted of only a handful of men, it wes astonishing
and gratifying to see novi quickly a Great IIlany
of the roon displayed an eagernes3 to learn music.
It Srew to be a daily 0 ccurrence to r.L8.ve inTIa tes
approach me throughout the yards, pleading to
enter the music company. I perceived ilmnediately
that there was a colossal task ahead.
In the si.x years that have el.apsed, the view
point that I had previous ly shared vii th thousands,
that the inmate was a vicious type, luas betn com
pletely eradicated from my :m..ind. Th6I'€ are nO\li
over' sevent':r men comprising a well Ol'ganized band,
an orchestra, a bugle anu drum corps.
The keen
desire of' the members to practice their respecti va
instruments and become proficIent has enabled th~
to overcome many del inquenci.es.
I started 8 class
for instrumentatiQl a~d harmony, so that the men
m1sht have a better knowledge of both music and
instrmnents. It was pleas inS to note how many
voluntari ly registered l' or thi s c OUI'se. I am
happy to s ta te t'ha t a number of thorn. are novi e.ble
to arrarlge a.nd COr[lpOSe and that many of' their
numbers Sl'e often played by the band and orchestra.•
These studies Vlere carr1.ed on not onl.J in the
music room, but a_1Bo in the c el18 at night. Besides
their many other activities, the band and-orchestra
have played over a coast-to-coast broadcaBt many
times. The cor.:mendatory acknowledgments received
are a testimony of' the capabilities of the men, all

1.

clitfora, II.paul E. l~fusic ~1i-tEIri Prison illira-lls'n
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trained ..lit hin pris on walls. Al though I was tL.ei r
teacher ancJ. director, it \iRS only ·wviththe kind co
ope ret ion of Warden Lawes, snd the helping hand of
the late Mrs. Lawes, that these accar:1.plishments were
realized.
The average person needs to become acquainted
with himself.
He has e very inadequate conception
of his mIn abilities and possibilities, and is more
than ll~ely to minimize and underrate himself. A wise
philosopher said, ltV/hat a man thinketh of himself,
that is it wluch deter~rnines, or rather indic8tes his
fate. u The Bible says, liAs he ti2.inketh ln his heart,
so is be. lI For tbe men who comprised the m~lsical
COlY'..pIlJ, vvork was 3 delig..~t, r-ather than drud5ery.
'I~he:l possessed a determination to keep at their work
untIl they had it mastered.
The idiosyncl"asies of the men wer-e vaT-led.
Tempera:rnents domInate Tran:!. Most of the men are
under tension. In view of this condition, it is
surprising how well tbe musicians work in ha.rmon:r
and unl£on.
This harmonious unity will definitely be the
declding factor which wi 11 Cirive away frorr~ the
trien their conf'licting desires find co~;plexes. It
will place agreat number of them in a better posi
tion to meet life's proble.m..s. keny v/ill become
profess ion al musicians, inspired not to b G devoid
of a perspective in life, inspired to become
COGnizant of their attributss and. c8.pabili ties.
I l:E va had the extreFie pleasure on many occasions
to place l'l190 prof essionallyafter their release.
Though there arerr~y faults to be found in
the men, I quo te from t.r.l£ Bible, IIT-o the faul te of
others, ye who are spiritual, see those faults in
the spirit of meekness, lest ye yourself be tenpt
ed -';li tb. the same l' au Its. II
It is good to no te that mUSic has such a remedial effect
~l.l!.adjusted
have.~one

ence

11 ves, but i t is sad to think

tlL~

ese .men

this far without haVing h:a.c1 th..is cultural exper

Perhaps if they had been

feel the satisfying power of

ve"
c

pportunity to

en younger, they would
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notlrlave wenderi;Jd so far from the right
b~"

pla

on t

r~ir

emotions,

Vl

auld. ha

Vi8.y

of living.

~oftened

IdUB1C,

their out

look and have Giventhem fin€r ideals, thoughts--woulo. !lHve
lifted the:,: up spiritually.
better

By educf..tlng their

m:~.n6.s

to

-in3, they would have cultivated a.n_a acquired

better taste's.
In the stud;y of mental deficients and their classifica

ti on 1 t i s onl:r fittL"lg tha.t somethin

ing etc., be said.
t

.b out learning, thin>::.

"ow do our emotions effect our lear

j.-~?

:i.s lecrning?
1

John E'redericl{Dashiell has this to say of learnLio"
is no t simply
t also

the

1.

DashleII:-J01ll11~'redeI'iel:::  :B'und.ant6ntals'
Bvcholo~'Y' Char). 12, pp. ~2.s-3E5,
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By briq::;inb th e child into con tact 'i,,'i ill

have

undoubte6.1y st 8rted building up an erooticmal h8b:' t that if
e at eO. he

me.~·

Acquire

perhaps H.etain a small fortion

of its ed\1c[:tiunal value and wb.en some one other exr6rience
forces him to Eecall he will

Hecobnh~e

have le8.rned to love tte beautiful t'

a siml1Etri tJ and nill
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cultur-e.

In some o.f the cases quoted from Dr. 'Hallin it was

qui te uot.i ceable the
r.~ost

0:[" these

hwn,

ev.n

pla~·

could riOt
·0"

.._ee.

t

~entally

deficient C3.seB could si.nc,

.mu.slc t he:t b.Hd

t,·

~leard

other su bj ects •

to our

to Urt S pers on

nner in vihich IDv.:;;ic affected the

child.
01"

i;;;i'J en

;;t",

varia.t ton

E"'\ACb

experie nces ,',e have

nr

and l.!.kecl, ;le t tl:!8J

c:usic

evider~tly,

then,

otionz, must Get beyond cm;/ obstruc

tien to our mind and benef'i t us in some mB:!1Iler th,-:t no other
sUbject could.

In Acquir

there fire several principles
1

invol1Jed--one aI' these is vari£.tion.
lIFrom our analysis of U18 learning of a habit
it is evident trl!l.t, in or der to lea.rn, one is
dependent upon a steel: of' vE.ried 8ctivltiE.1s. The
must be raw n1Gterial on hand frOlu which to obtain
th£, uecElssary elements.
'i'his is £lbll.nda:ntly' sho
in infant play. The bablings, coo :1.ngs, Gur-bllr-'b~'
clinks, grl.".\.nts, are the v.aried audl ble stuff s out
of' 't"lbic.h speech is t a be eventually fabricated.
The we.v ings 0 f arrrt2 and Ie t:;s, tl:e lt1€ Emln:z.le s s
flexing and relaxing of fjngers and toes, tne tV,list
of head and trUn1c, the - undire cted e,Xcur ons
eyes, are but sOtlle of tbe rav~f m.ateria.l to
de up lnto manual, pedal, visual, vocal, and
'e:r'al bodilv habi ts.

This r'andOlii! e.etivit;'T, of course, is not C011I
pletel:r ranelom; it is not a me. t~er of pure chane e,
1.

Dashierl, - JoF...n Fi'euerick
s~lcholoSY, pp.' 325-3
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but is E; funct ~.cn of the speciI"i c crgen:i.sm
reaction possibilities ..••

8I"ld

its

The 3 anH~ general point, that only \,[llE:ire there
1a varied activity can trA6i € be lesrning, is evi
d£Dt a.t another level. r~h9t is an II old fogey" tu t
& man \'dlO 1:1.as been me.l-:ing th e sa.me kinds of re
actio::-tr-including the same emotional ree.ctions-
for so lons trm.t new we.ys of' verbal and viscers.l
bebavior srB for him all but impossible. BecausE:;
of his fo llovlinc too narrow a rf'>gime ,':Lis heoi ts
have becoIr..e so slngle-tracLed, that little vari8.
tion in 8.ct:l.vity is possible to him nOVl ..•• "
l

1

Another

~[;.!'t

of

,Acquirin~

is SeleGtion and Fixation.

II In our analysis of learr0.112: it
the adaptive R's tend to be repeated and
fixate·d end the others to be om.i ttec. and elim':'nated.
Such a statement is only generally d.escriptive. Why
is such the ca'se: what casual factors operate to
procluce such selectl'\re results? It ~as been said that
11 learning is ,connecting."
Why are some connections
readi ly 5e Ie cted and. prompt ly fixat ed :ills tead of
others? ;:H~.t is i t about the nature of tt~e connet.;
tion, or about the accompanying ort;anlc or environ
n~ntal conditions, that <ietenuines this phenorne'non'?

Prequency.
Other fri ines being equal, t!::le S-H
connection 01"' series of connections most frequently
exercised is the one nost apt to be oDerative later . •••
Of the vari ous fc.ces seen in l-i1 etures or in
life the oh:tld or r:~an is mos t likely to react·
with reco~ition to the one he DBS sean oftenest.

\6,cency. Other t.hlngs being equsl, the mos t
recent connect~on mede is the one most apt to be
rearouse d later ••••
"The etuclent does sped al reviewing just before
his examination. The ~wyet ,ooncentrates on his
brief just before his ca:J€: is to be called. One can
-epest in full a. conversatIon of yesterday viher,eas
one of a year ago is repeated only by snatches or
not at a 11. A pianh:, t Vlho is asked to play a cer
ta.in composition may' protest that it; has been. too
long since he last played it. The physiologicel
explanation for this is probBbly to be sOt.H~ht in

r-:-Dasb.Ie!l;

·JOJ:-Ji1 Fi'f._:erick - :F'undame'ntaJS of Cojectl~

Psvcholo~,

pp. 32':)-385
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terD'iS of tr-e warLinr; ,':i th t 1me of the tb.:...... eshold-louer
inli. effect proc.uc,el~, at synapses by::;he formel' J.::a~saGe
tral ivpulsBs.
Or, to put it differcntly-
ightened excitsbl1ity of a sensori-motor
that 11.83 just been used decreases with time.
Primac;y-. Other thinGS heine equal, tIte
first cormectimTfiBde is m.ost ILcely to be
opere ti ve later. Experiments tion 11,;'"1.3 de:c.on
strated in some cBDes, at least, the influences
of Prilla.c~- an6 also of Recency operat::.ne:; in
depE:ndel1tl~l of each othe!' and apparently of.' an:r
othe:.. .· rEctors •••. In the loss of' re~u~:-f'bel'ing
pov;er VIi tl-:. advan cing age, one s yrnptom is a grea t
er abi Ii ty to re call arld to de tail those events
of' "far awa~~ and 1001) agoll than those of 18. tel'
year'[.; bu'~ f,t may suspect the phono'menon oi'
"interference of' haat tos" here, the forndng of
the ini tia 1 COlli1ection interfering with the
formins of later ones. Then tbare is the ob
servation that one is often able to give a better
account of the happenings conne cted wi th his
f:~st day in the new business office, his first
medics,l case, hi s flrst ocean voyae:;e, than of
those connected wi th la ter Similar occasionsj but
here doubtless L"'ltensitJ" is a heavy contrIbuting
factor.
Intensi t;y. Other infl'l'~ences bein;.::; equfl.l,
the connection fOf'Iced wi t,~~ the ;;reate~;t iEtem:,lt:T
is the ]llO~t likely to be re8rOnSeQ in a later sit
ua.tlon ••••
Zvery teacher l~ws that a pupil's overt
and iwplicit re£',ctions tr,;;,t are made attentivel~l
have a GreRter recall value than those perform
ed in a perfunctorJ1 manner. To this end the
teacher may a.dopt various clevi ces for enhancin2;;
the :tilUU11: rats ing the voice, lower ins it, us inc
diagr,e.ms, usin.g red chalk, and soon. The learner
on his own part may employ various ways of inten
sifying the st1rnnlati on, such as taldng a concen
trat ed motor a tti tude to'w~ll'd t he Ie c ture, bool~, or
Bxper irnent. Emotionalizins the reaction to a
stimulus seems 11 ke"'lise in U:08 tins t/:mces to improve
its readiness on later recall; and a sub-18\v might
not be out of place: IIthat eonnection formed with
more eDctiol12.l reinforcement is more likely to be
arousable l.ater. If • • • •
'
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Tr£ term llintens5.ty,1l hOViever, 6.efinite and
simple though it usu.ally is, is employed. here in
a Vla-:l not at 10:11 definite upon analysis in physic
lo(;i cal terI:S.
In ~~ uch i llus trl? tions as those given,
have we ~ deal ~lth a w~re difference in intensity
of' some eleinsnts of' the whole S-R. plIenomanon--ln
the obj ecti ve strength of the sti.mulu3, let us ~a::,
in the energy of the neutral transn:.ission, or in
the energy of the motor (overt or irr.plicit) reac
tion? Would it not c orne nearer the truth to
speak of the extensity of the S-2 called into
operation~'
lITh~.t conne ctlon l'OI'TIl0cl I::i th the
greatest amount of cooperation and reenforcement
from thE; subj ect I E, other motor mechanisms is th.e
most l:1.kely· to be operative later. 1I "Intensity"
seeniS reducible, then, in part to a tti tude-
especiElly attentive and emotional attitudes.
Since, however, the net resl'ilt Is an increase
in the effectj.veness of tre Jven stimulus i"'
ovoking its response, it will do for rough
description to acilier'e to the usunl tern], Intensi ty.
,

Effect.
Of a 11 the conditions 'r'€S1:0r..si ble
for the selectilli; and fix-stine of one rather than
others of several random 6-R conne ctions, the
most notable is };:no'";',"n as the Law of Effect.Re
wards and pW1isb..men ts r...eve hact t.hei r effi cac:/ and
f.1BVe been deliberately applied by man to man. from
the beginninL of recorded r-~istor~T ~;nd even before.
The one, when attached to a given line of action
(a c.iven S-::, pro ces~), leads the subj ect to repea t
t~le act; the other leads .him to omit it.
TLe whole
structure of or£snized social control is founded in
the lEst analysis upon the abili t~l so to dir'ect the
condu.ct and the resulting habits of' incli vi clm:ls •
The effectiveness of these fa.ctors in tLe control of
b.at 2. person lea.rns to do froID infancy up is of
universally evident as to call for little special
illustratin6 here •••• f.. good deal of this, in fact
tr:J3 gre8Jter part, is not soci allJ- ~drrdnistered hut
is Ilb~T]1ped into,'" is encountered by the individual
human subject in the course of his palpin:;.;.s, hand
lin8s, climbins, tastlnr;s. seeinLs, mld tryings
of all sorts. As a general principle of observa
tion there is no denying the Law of Effect."
Another principle in volved in

I.

Acquirin~

is Inte!":ration.

DaShiell, JOhn rreaeri ck--~-Fundar.1entals of' Obiective
""
chology, pp. 325-386
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liSa far we have been occupied '::it.t·. the ac
qu irin u of y£I'ticu lEir re 8.ctions • But le8rr_ing
is not simply the d6veloplng of tt.ls, that, e.nC:
another d:l.s jo:.i..nted 'finger-, tongu,e-, 81%-, and
eye-movement; it is a process conslstin~ of
the but Idim;:-up of patterns of response.
A s1 mple type of pa ttel'n is In va 1 'leo. in the
habit." '1'11e various responses to be learn
ed as a series :"t i 1rst requir'e successj_ve stin;
ulation of exLeroc€}!ltive end-organs.
Then, as the
ex.teroceptive stimulation of each succeedinG re
acti on is accompanIed by tho propriocer:ti ve af
ferent ~rrpulses arising from the precedinb 1'6
E~ction, the latter by contU tioninG may become the
potent stimuli i 8.E d once the ini tial exteI'ocept i ve
cue 'is ::.;i ven, t.t.e series rct tles 1 ts elf all under
propriocepti ve buidance entire ly.
Only the start
lr.l6 signal ioS necessary.
The part-res.ctions hsve
becone short-circuited. Thus, f.1hen 8. boy is train
inr; hinse],! to say, "Ll ves of' great ffiel1 all remind
US,1' he In.ust on the first 'reading see eEch \'lord
and say it as seen; but with 8 fev: repetiticns of
this procedure he vvill find himself re&(Hn~ ltL:ives lt
and then sayinB the wh.ole line.
Of' this character
i.re a wh.ole host of human habi ts i .;1 vin; the 8.1
pb,abet 01' the multiplication table, hlL"'":IDlinS or
<:ib..i ..stline a tune, spelling S Ford quickl;>"
na.n:.in6
the rwnths, type-\'iri tine, ana t e 1esrar:,hiub, n'nnlng
tl~ scales on a lliusical instrument, buttonin6 a row
of button.s, s;'-;iftin;; Ge8.1'S, dancins--ln a \'rord,
ar,y an d every Labi t :i.n \7hi. C[, tem:,?oral order and
spf,cing of t>e incH vidual rene-tions is essentis.lly
involved. These, then, are :-abits, cf a L.iUwr
oreier; they are hif;her uni ts. "
H~Huial

It has been found that in acquld.n.; ';":e must have a var'ia
t:.on in activities or lear-nL
retarded.

The Illore frequent an experience is enjoyeci.. the

mOre easily it is acquired.
Intens"

ill be stopped--or· rDther

The experience tr...at is more

effeet-s us the most

emotionall~T

1s more easily

acquire d.
By gl vine; the child music haven 1 t we [;i ven 1:l1Jn a.
variet ion in actl vi tie

s'~

By letting him experience musIc

1 11

often

the intensi t.J

0

f i t s power, he. ven 't we con

tr2.buted to his acquir'L'1"; of a bem.:.tifl:l hebi t.

en, music. is of' great value to lea
used L"1 the first stase of
NO'll
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In view of the fact,hoViever, tt.13_t it "I":ill remain
fOI'ever impo~~s ibl e tot es t out a man I s ani lity to
r6call every little S-R that has been hit upon
in his r..:ast tl_lrty years, the question rnay be called
"academi c ll an-~ so dismissed. II.
FrOl-:l. this quota tio
will continue

·~o

and have s orne

be~ring

on our

ba.cl~6Pound.

background Dna broadening
cases pre sent ed bjr
....

1

~u

E.:ic can

~or

purifJing

enrichir:!.~

estrletio tastes.

OUl""l

our

Even In the

••ls11in of the imbeciles, most ai' the

e able to recall a piece of

or pick O'l).t the record they lik
able to recall music even ,,'then
. ." {rite or g

Again

is no better habit

vievis snd r:ru::ing then wholesome; for

Oll..j....

acq~ired

exert influence Ll'1 determining our views

its place for the

clai~

e fine that a habit once

+-heir other suoj

est.
th~y

ee~s.

c and pl3.;)T, sing,

hese ch.1ldre

ere

nere uno.ble to r'ead or
Then it l:llgh.t be sa::d

t music contributes definitely to the stages in learning
1

of Retaininb and Recalling_
"r:ecEll in2; 1s :;,. :\eact ion. 'I'he measure of
retention is recall, ai'1Q the value of a person's
learnin6 inhepes in his capacity to set st work
again segments of behavior formerly fixed. ~e
are llelped by retur.:1inS to our fundamental far:-~1Ula
for psychology: stimulus-leading-to-response.
There is no genuine S that do es not arouse an rt.;
no R not aroLwed by an S.
If an act of recallin
be an act, then, it Cfu~Ot be an unstimulated respons
any more than an effect can be uncaused, but it must
have its i nitHl.l exc1 tatlonin some e]~tra-or lntra
orge:rlic event or conditton. If a person finds
himself repea.ting IIIc11 weiss nicht was s,oll es
bedeut~1-1, n this may be dUElI to his r...aving seen or
eal'd the \-vord U Heine ll or even II Heinrich"!; or he

r:-

Dashiell, J'obn Frederick - Pundamentals of Obje7tive
PsycholoGY' pp. 325-385

ry'7.,
tV

ay have heard a snatch of Silcher's !l1'..lsic, perhaps
only the 0l)enins elcr,.ht or nine notes or onlJ 0
C eJ." tal n tal') ped rhytlr:l: .... "

1
Another staee of Learning :l.s Pi.ecosnlzing.
liThe degt"ee to which a pay·ticular learne
mode of reaction has been retai~ed up to a
bi ven ti:r.l€ may be tested b~T tt.:.e roothod ,of
recogni tion. A series of stimuli, (for ex~::.ple, !1onsense syllabies, digits, geometrical
designs, et.) once presented to the subject
for ;ner.:.orizinc arc subsequently presented
again in conjunction ·..:i til otber stimuli to see
how many of the :first series' he can iden.tify
in th e se condo That ona carl re cogniz e l'eany
items he has been unable to reproduce by direct
recall has long bEi~en observed. in the labora t0l'17 -
and in evel~J'daj life.. Thousan<.is are the DlUsical
airs, the r;assages of prose or poetTy, the names
of ~cquaintances t.hE.t one can identify promptly
-as such and such, but fev; are t.hose thRt he can
repeat without special and elaborate aiQs. The
unhappy public speaker searclrlng for his word
vlould re c ogni ze it :ins tan tl;y were some O!1e only
to whisper it to him.
AbilIty to reeog-n.ize correctly is another
aspect of rr~ernory that is import8.nt fram a leGal
standpoint. The identification of suspects by
injured parties or by incidental ~itnes5es is at
time 3 taken as 6uffic lent evidence for convicti on.
,T'he more unfortunate it Is, then, that the author
ities take too 11 ttle account of the errors s~_
easily committed.
lden til'lea.tion by a 1f1 tnes s by
indicatinG whether a single individual or thing
'-resent~d. to him is the one in question is Ii ttlE,
ore than worthless on account of the pO\"Ie-r.ful
3u.. ggestive effect, and whenever po~si'ble he s{lOuld
be called upon to pick out the ma~ object from a
roup of .s imiler persons or t,hinlZs. II
"n

s study of' Learning it has been found. tha.t

has a great edu.cational value for it. can be Acquired, Re
talned, Recalled and Recognized.

But wha t of

tU.JI.DlK.l.Ilg

1.- Dashiell, JobnFrederlcK ~-Fundamentals of Objective
svchololT.V, pp. -325-385
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as a form of ~ntersti:rm.. ;.lntion, they 001-;16 to be ao
breviated tothe point where they serve as self
stlrnvlations udthin one anc.~ the smne org:::.nism.
Typically these reactions a l'e arous-eci. in tLe pro
cess of an oI'benism's trial-and-error see}~ing of
a \-Ja":/ out of G. di ff icul ty.
Some character of the
situation sets off a pattern of implicit reactions,
especla 11y s;,rmbolic ones, "iv·hich in turn serve s.S
cue-stimuli to further implicit react~_ons, ant:!. the
self-stimulation processes continue illltil--by
virtue of prepotency, lack of inhIbitirl D reaction-
tendencies, or triG like--one pattern of reactions
hRS und.isputed. l'l;;ht of way, and the ore-;anism
overtly behaves accordingly.
Vlscel'al activl tie·s furnish the backLroLd1cl
and much. of the continui tTy of thiT'Jting, O\..1t tlj.e
thinkine; acts thelT.8 elves are the functiQns of
striped muscles, os is especially well sl~owi1 in
the s~rmbolic reactions of the ve r'S~ l2bi le vocal
apparatus. II
Perhaps at this po
1
our arnot ions.

ontethinr.: should be sud about

"A person un::.ler the influence of stro
emotion tends to behave violently ant. in
mfulner which soems to show clearly to the on
lookers th£.t his boo.y is, to 80r,10 extent, like
a machine out of control. ~wile he oebaves
violently, such a man is unable to think clear
ly. This loss of clearness in trJ.nking may
e,ven make his behavior less effective than it
would have been if he were 1l0t under the in
fluence of strons enotion. A boxer does not
box best 'when h.e is angry. A r.aa.lly anGr~r
man may be les8 capa.ble of' making effective,
stinging remarks to his opponent than ':",f he had
controlled bis anger. Although fear makes it pos
sible for one to run faster and herder than
would lw.v's been possible ~Ln a normal condition,
the uncontrolled and unreasoning way in which
the f1'itiltened person runs may .actually prevent
.bis escape from danger:-~

The b:aha.vior wb.ich res1.1.lts from stro.n6
emotion SbOV'i3, then, n some'\'ihat mech.a.nical
character. The man who is very much angl''V or

1.

Wallin, -J.

~. ~arlace The Educatiou of Ranaica~~ped

Children, pp. 17-19
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afraid 1s rather like a motor-car over whicb.
the d.river .has no control. The emotions are,
in fact, due to a ve ry ::necha.nl cal p8rt of our
nervous system. They are results of the
acti vi ty of the arDin, lHhich is the part of
our nervous s:lstem. that, t·i'~in~(s and. reflects
end controls. 'Ihey are not even started. by
the part of the nervous sys tem to . . ".b..i ell. the
brain belon[;;s. Emotions result from the Etction
of a very primitiva part of aur nervous systen:
called tbe autonomic nervous system. This is
the systeill of winch the solar plexus is a.
part and wUch works in coopera tion wi th
certain of the 6 lands " Btl.Cn. as the thy
gland.
It is because
of the emotions tb
have al wavs ha.i as
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seri'

f:'.br1.:men t .

Hel~e is
ile stG.tist
also~ is a cono elaborate
very vIel1

Dr. 1:\7ali'iasscr bases r..is article on tv:c
sets of tests, musIcal talept and intelligence.
Uhat tests he Lsed. is not clear for h.e neglect
e6 to mention the~ in his report.

test tha
both in reli
procedure s~
manual
sether

the

ts to

md
11~-

nut SUPfosi~ Kwalwasser US~Q a test o~her
than b.is o\m • .At present tfie onl~,.. pro£:.;Tws t~c tes ts
of L"'-usical talent thLt have stood up und.er scientific
evnlt.8.tion by independent research \-lOr1-:e: S fire the
Seashore tests. 3ut Seashore specifically states
tha t his tests are not designed. to be tlU'oY/n to
gether fer 9. composite picture of muSical talent
and tLat any at~empt to do so is unsound and illogi
cal. Since Dr. K"',mlv/B.sser apparently does this
very thing in the ste.tistieal tI'eatment of
dota, we are left \'iit~t but Ol1~ conclusion .••• his en
tire arGument is baged upon a false and unjt~tifia c
aS3umotion.
A second difflc~lty in which Dr. Kwal~a~5er
f:!.nds bimself re3Ult~ from a confusiull of termin
ology. He uses tests of musical talent to determiLe
milsi.cial1ship. 'rhe two are not CCl1l3ruous. l~m::jcal
talent is concerned only with innate, untrained
aptitudes. l.:usicianship, accordin;; to ",':ebster I s
Standa.l'd Unabrid{;ed Dic tionary llleans ":r:lastery 0:
lUS:i.C."
t:usicianship, in other words, has s. funda
mel1ts..ll~" different conce3Jt fro::11 a.ptitude for IIlw::ic.
ne learns in srade school arithm€tic thGt CD6 ooes
not adO onioTIf. a.nd a.pples. Such confus ion of t.erl'ls
lmderstandable, perhaps, in an elementary school

80

theme.
It can scarcely be justifieu in the work of
one who clairns to oe t< sk:tllecl reseLI'"ch ex:pE:l"t.
to lend authority to
quotes Franci~
an ce" to the effect that
~arison with the ste
aCree, "for s ODS do not, res
on the a veratSe." From this .he
Galton's conclusions of fift~
ted ~itb little modification fer
to man's height but to music anc
intelligence." ills syllogisn, t
sake of clarity comes to this: Apples
grows; since applies ~row on tree
grow on tre,
l:wal~aEser

Dl~ •
.erit

So many of the studies in music purporting
to be researoh have been subjected to the sSJr.€
pseuc..io-scientific treatment characteristic 0
this stUdy that it seems not ~appropriat€ to
call attention to the followiuf, pertinent ebSCI'VGtion
maO.e by Carl Golzinger in his book tlStE.tistic.al
1.~ethod3 for Student·s of Education!':
!lIt frec;,Lent
1v bappens that the worker loses siCbt of the fact
t his data are inadeqv_ate liE. to C1ualJ.tit~? [~nd
ality and ap,plles elaborate r.tatistica~ methods
Lth the e:xpectation that the fin&l results \7i11
be of VB lue. Suc b pro cedure, if followed intenti on
ally, hfJ.s been ri ght ly des cr ibed as "hid'ing behind
a statistical smoke screen' and lz nothing lese
than Eo scientific crlrr:e. The limitations of the
data emploJ7"€d should. a lW8~rs be frankly recognized
and the conclusions of the stUdy made with then
in mind •. No ronount of sUbseQuent'jug~lin~
complicated fornmlas can give good result
thev are based upon originally faultii datCl.'
est anclpo:1n ti 01' proving "C!1a"t 'there :1.5
a dei'ini te relationship such alB Dr. }{'Jiralwasser main
taIns between musiciansl:Jip &m:1 intelligence we bave
Got no"here •• the sXGument is based on f~ulty and un
vlarranted assumptions.
30wever, Oll€' poInt seems to
be clearly revealed; in the research studies br~u
out f'om year to year the teacher of music-Tli11 be
ore ancl more tb.rust :Lnt 0 the !)OS i ti. on \',hera he must
1.s bing.lis.h tlle ';;he9.t from the chaff end l'eG9.rd1e
of whethEr he i~ conversant witll standard deviations,
nor-mDl IJl'obab ili ty curves or rec;ressi Cl1 equ a tiona he
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